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PREFACE 

In August 1973, an experimental Workshop was undertaken for educators 

from twenty-two universities and colleges who were concerned with correc

tionally oriented programs in higher education. Since thousands of persons 

were being educated in such programs and thousands more will be in the fu

ture, there existed then, and continues to exist, a clear need to foster the 

strongest possible kind of programs in this area in recognition of their 

present and potential impact on corrections in the United States. In order 

to begin to address this need, the National Institute of Corrections colla

borated with a team of faculty members from the School of Criminal Justice 

at the State University of New York at Albany to undertake an experimental 

program to uncover ~eans to assist teachers in these programs. Included in 

the faculty team were. Professors Vincent O'Leary, Donald Newman and Fred 

Cohen. Two advanced graduate students, Sherwood Zimmerman and Lucien Lombardo 

were associate members of the team. 

. A sixteen day Workshop was car.ried out at the Institute of Man and 

Science in Rensselaerville, New York. The educators who participated in 

this program were drawn from programs which varied in educational level, 

program size as well as geography. Of the twenty-two participants, ten repre

sented community college associate degree programs. Five of these prograrrs 

were located in the East, three in the South and two in the Mid-West. These 

programs ranged in size from 45 to nearly 500 students. There were also 

twelve participants representing senior colleges and universities. All of 

these schools offered four year bachelors degrees and eight offered graduate 

degrees. Two of :the four year progt'am participants were from institutions 

located in the East, three from the South, three from the Mid-West and four 

from the Far West. The size of these programs ranged from 121 to nearly 

15,000 students. 
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The goals of the Workshop were several. First it sought to develop 

. 
information about the characteristics and the problems facing higher educa-

, 
tional programs in corrections. Secondly, efforts were made to address the 

issues which had been identified by participants before the Workshop. These 

included contemporary trends in cOrTections, cur.viculum content and design, 

and various important relatioPBhips such as those with allied academic dis-

ciplines, correctional agencies and other higher education prograrrs. 
l 

A major emphasis of the Workshop was to evaluate the program in terms 

of how well it and similar programs might meet the needs of participants 

and the fiel<;i. A number of instruments were employed in this procescl during, 

immediately afterwards and six months later. Subsequently, an evaluation 

team of selected faculty members and participants met to complete the final 

assessment of the program and implications for future programs. The parti-

cipant mernber-s of the evaluation team were: Charles Matthews, Southern 

Illinois University; Robert M. Platt, Tarrant County Junior College; Thomas 

P. Cormors, Manchester Corrununi ty College; and Thomas Phelps, California State 

University. 

This report slllTll'Ilarizes a number of the significant issues covered at the 

Workshop and incorporates material from the evaluation procedures. At a num

ber of points, attempts are made to summarize the viev7s of participants to 

convey better the sense of the particular session. It should be clear that 

on almost all issues there were dissenting views. Characterizations of col

lective participants views are not to be taken in any sense as necessarily 

representing the viewpoint of any individual at the Workshop. 

This final report was prepared with the assistance of Lucien Lombardo in 

initial drafting, Joan Ritter in editorial and Jo Anne DeSilva in production 

". 
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phases. We extend our thanks to tjlem as well as to the faculty and parti

cipants, all of whom are listed on the next page, who made this an exciting 

and valuable experience for all who were involved in it. 

Vincent O'Leary 
School of Criminal Justice 

September 1974 State University of New York at Albany 
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Contemporary Issues in Higher Education 

Programs in CorTections 

"Of course the simplest solution of the difficulty 
would be for the universities to add to their pro
grams the sciences of penology, criminology and 
crmunal psychology. This woUld give to judges in 
crmunal courts and to prison officers, the chance 
of acquiring the knowledge so necessary to both." 

"Professional Training of 
Prison Officials, It J. Crim.' 
Law, 2, 121-123: (May 1911). 

"The time is now ripe for :;ollege instruction on 
the teehnique of prison management, using prisons 
as laboratories for reseal'Ch and appre''1ticeship.'' 

Jesse O. Stutsmcm, Curing 
the Criminal: A T:t-'eatise 
on the i hilosophy and Prac
tices of Modern Correc
tional Methods, N. Y.: Mc
Millan (1926), p. 58. 

"Much of his (a correctional worker's) learning 
incident to acquiring a depth and breadth of un
derstanding of interpersonal relationships will be 
accorr@lished on his own time by studing books, 
magazines 3 and fu""i:icles suggested by his super
visors and available through the staff library, 
and by participating in college level training." 

D. A. Evans, "Correctional 
Institutional. Personnel -
Amateurs·or Professionals?" 
Annals of American Academy 
of POlitical and Social 
Science, Vol. 243, May 
(1954), p. 76. 

"The need for educational personnel increases with 
the charges in corrections. Educational standards 
of the 1960's will not suffice in the 1970's." 

National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals ~ Task Force Repont 
on Corrections, U. S. Govern
ment Printing Office, WashiFlg
ton, D. C. (1973), p. l~67. 
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The notion of using colleges and universities as a means of :iJnpreving 

the functioning of correctional personnel has been abroad for many years. 

However, it is only within the last six or seven years that the idea has 

been implemented to any substantial degree. Today it is COJTll1'On to find 

correctionally oriented programs at the two year, four year and graduate 

level across the nation. This development was not the result of the simple 

linear progression of an idea shared by an increasing number of persons 

over time. Rather, most of these programs are quite new and reflect the 

relatively recent response of higher education to an issue of great pub

lic interest, a response which has been, and continues to be, complicated 

and conflicted. 

Very few programs in higher education in the United states prior to 

the 1950!s provided the kind of educational experience which correctional 

reformers saw as needed. Those that did exist, with a few isolated exceIT

tions, tended to be found more often than not in sociology departments 

where individual professors had a specific interest in penology or crimi

nology. Short courses and sUmmer programs were more corrunon, but studies 

within the academic traditions of higher education were quite-rare. 

Beginning im the 1950!s and gradually accelerating during the early 

1960!s, academic programs with a correctional focus began to grow somewhat. 

The sources of that expansion can ~e traced to a nwnbex' of influences. 

Certainly, one of these was the general growth of higher education .in the 

United States, particularly the deve~opment of vocational oriented programs 

at the corrnnuni ty college level. Another influence was the strain for pro

fessionalism within corrections. The American Correctional Association and 

the National Probation and Parole Association, for example, dUl'ing this per

iod were promulgating standards which ~quired college preparation 'for a 

significant number of correctional positions. Programs were also stimula-
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ted by federal agencies such as the President's Committee on Delinquency 

and Youth Crime. 

By the mid 1960' s, there E'xisted some programs with a correctional 

emphasis within higher education, but their number was still relatively 

small. The Pilot Study of Correctional Training and Manpower found these 

programs had extremely diverse orientations, but generally tended to place 

the study of corrections into the framework of the lrore traditional studies 

of sociology and criminology.l The comnitment of college and 'university 

resources to the area of corrections studies continued to be meager. The 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Jus-

tice summarized the Pilot Study's report as follows: 

"In the 1965-66 academic year, only 96 (16 percent) 
of a sample of 602 colleges and universities offered 
courses in corrections or correctional administra
tion. The lrost usual number of courses offered was 
one, and it was typically located in the deparbnent 
of sociology-anthropology. More than three-quarters 
of them required no practical field work with the 
courses. The schools reported that shortages of 
funds, space, and faculty were responsibile for lack 
of courses in corrections; that enough able and in
terested students were available, as were opportuni
ties in correctional agencies for field work exper
ience.,,2 

The one academic discipline which constituted an important and dis

tincti ve influence on the field of corrections was social work. While the 

number of trained social workers employed in correctional programs was 

small, and they were largely located in probation and parole agencies, the 

influence of the social work discipline on the ideology of correctional 

pI'actice was quite significant. More often than not, the MSW was cited as 

IHerrnan Piven and Abraham Alcabes, "Source Book I, Education in Colleges and 
Universities 1965-1966, 1966-1967," Education, Training and Manpower in Cor
rections al1d Law Enforcement, U. S. Dept. of HEW, U. S. Government Printing 
Office, 1966, p. 6. 
2"Task Force Report on'Corrections," President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and the Administration of Justice, U. S. Government Printing Office, 
1967, p. 99. 
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the academic degree of preference in the standards of the field, particular

ly for the c01.U1seling and treatment areas and for administrative posts. Of 

course, these were positions of significant power both in terms of status 

and financial remuneration. 

Some sense of the influence of social work in corrections and the 

energy of its propoI'lt!nts, can be gathered from a statement by Fox as he 

discussed the relationship between social work and the correctional field: 

"There is suggestion from private conversation and 
workshop discussions at correctional conferences 
that persons who write the requirements for speci
fic correctional jobs are responding to pressure 
and persuasion from organized social worJ,ers and 
social work schools, and that they are not sure 
what social work is nor how it compares to other 
disciplines not so active in their 'interpreta
tion. '''3 

Despite the resistance to it by many in the field, social work training 

did meet a number of the needs of correctional workers, particularly those 

with high personal and vocational aspirations, up to the late 1960's. Its 

case worJ, orientation was quite congruent with the concepts of individual i-

zed treatment which took hold of the correctional field quite strongly before 

World War II and came into ev~n greater prominence after it. The social 

work degree was also well suited to the professional strivings of correctional 

practitioners. It provided a specific two year terminal degree with a cer

tification component and a professional identity beyond a specific correc

tional task. The MSW degree had specific application to corrections, but 

it also related the holder to a bro~d human services profession. 

The extent to which the MSW could become the degree which specifically 

certified workers in the field of corrections was ultimately limited. First, 

3Vernon Fox, "The University Curriculum in Corrections," Federal Probation, 
Spring 1959, p. 52 • 

" , 
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there were those who argued that its view'of the nature of the correctional 

tasks was too narrow. The individual counseling concepts that were embedded 

in the social work profession simply did not respond to the variety of pro-

blems facing correctional clientele. Secondly, social work education was not 

readily accessible or perhaps relevant to the great masses of correctional 

personnel in institutions who by and large had little college training. In 

this respect, the correctional officer was quite similar to the policeman. 

There tended to arise a d~d for professi.onalization based 0n specifically 

correctional tasks from which claims of expertise could be asserted rather 

than on a somewhat rerroved academic discipline. 

Beginning in 1967, the picture began to alter quite dramatically. With 

the publication of the Task Force Report on Corrections of the President's 

Committee on law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, two crucial 

concepts, which had been germinating during the prior decade, were legi ti

mated and widely heralded. These ideas were soon to be adopted and given 

important support by those sponsoring and administering the large amounts of 

money which flowed into the field of corrections and to the academic community 

through the Orrmibus Crime Control Act of 1968 which brought into being the 

law Enforcement Assistance Administration in the Department of Justice. 

The two ideas which were adopted and spread rapidly were: a) the con

cept of reintegl"ation, and b) the perception that correction should be seen 

as part of'a larger social network - the criminal justice system. Reintegra-

tion carried wi th it the idea of cor.:onuni ty based correction, a movement away 

from the traditional prison. It also carried with it the notion of community 

intervention, the involvement of community leaders in correctional programs 

as opposed to an exclusive reliance on an individual clinical approach so 

characteristic of the field's ideology up to that time. Reintegration called 

for a different concept of manpower than envisioned by the earlier and nar-
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rower view of the &linical model espoused by muCh of social work education 

during that period. The Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and 

Training, for example, laid heavy emphasis on the use of non-professionals, 

volunteers and personnel from a wide variety of settings in the correc-

tional field. 

"Corrections, like all other h1..UIlaIl service fields, 
mus'~ re-examine the tasks to be performed and set 
its educational standards in terms of specific 
functions... Site visits by Joint Commission 
staff l'evealed that several agencies are aggres
sively recruiting neighborhood residents, ex
offenders, and other non-professionals and as
signing them jobs they can do... The Joint Com
mission feels that there is much potential in 
this approach." 4-

The second idea -- "the criminal justice system" -- carried with it 

several important connotations. First, the police, courts and correction, 

no matter how fragmented they may appear in a given comnuIli ty at a particu

lar time, taken together constituted a social institution which carried but a 

number of vi tal functions in this society. Deterrence, peace keeping, 

managing the offender, and the assertion of democratic valu~s were a few of 

the more impo~tant. To the exponents of a criminal justice perspective, ~~ 

was not possible to understand how these ends were to be met unless one saw 

criminal justice as an interxlependent system and measured the effectiveness 

of its components a.gainst these rrore generalized goals. No matter Where one 

was located at the moment, whether a policeman on the street, a prosecutor 

in the courtroom or a correctional officer in a prison, he was functioning 

as part of a larger legal system. And ulti.m3.tely he served goals which 

were superiop to the objectives of any part of that system. 

4A Time to Act, Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, 
The Commission: Washington, D. C., 1969, p. 28. 
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The criminal justice system also cal~ied the connotation that parts 

of the system intimately affected one another. It was vital to under-

stand these interrelationships if one was to understand any of the subunits 

of the system. More was involved than the simple realization that the number 

of persons arrested by policemen must be ultimately handled by the courts 

and corrections. For example, corrections could be thought of as a dis-

tinct bureaucracy made up of institutions and field staff standing after 

two other bureaucracies - the courts and prosecutor and the po~ice - at the 

"end" of the criminal justice process. But it could be also thought of as 

a function, a function carried out by personnel in bureaucracies all across 

the system. The policeman's arrest decision and the prosecutor's decision 

to dismiss are only two examples of important correctional decisions in the 

sense they both invililve judgments as to the se6iousness of an individual's 

behavior and means of altering it or at least to the best means of dealing 

with him. Understanding correction in those ~ requires a far different 

set of conceptual tools than say examining the role of the correctional of,,· 

ficer. 

As a conse.quence of these ideas, and other influences, the argument 

that a new discipline - a criminal justice discipline - was needed, gained 

force. Wi thin a few years, this idea would take hold and hundreds of pro

grams with a criminal justice focus would be located in higher education pro-

grams in the United States. 

To account in part for that rapid growth, or at least its direction, 

it is important to recognize what was happe:r.J.1i:ng in police as ,well as correc

tional education, particularly at the blO year college level, where the 

sharpest growth of programs occurred. By the 1950's there existed jn the 

country about a dozen four year programs specifically designed for educating 
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police and not many more two year programs. S By the mid-1960's a great~y 

increased number of two year programs in police science had developed in 

community colleges, particularly in the State of California. 6 Signifi-

cantly, the American Association of Junior and Corrnnunity Colleges in the later 

1960's produced a set of standards and model curricula for two yeal~ police 

science programs. 

On a 1TUlch smaller scale, during these periods, cOrTectionally oriented 

programs were also beginning to be found in community colleges,. It was the 

sense of some correctional practitioners and educators that such programs 

should be operated independently of police programs. In their view, the 

goal in the two year level programs should be to place corrections within 

the broader framework of the helping professions, a tradition which is still 

existent and embodied in the programs of several community colleges. How

ever, with the growth of the notion of criminal justice education, police and 

cOl:rections programs in the community colleges tended to be linked in a sin

gle academic unit, and almost always the police programs were the larger. 

It is important to note that relative strength for it is still true at the 

present time that criminal justice edl!::!ation, particularly at two year col

leges, tends to be more heavily police than corrections oriented both in 

terms of the numbers of students and the back.gJ:'Ound of faculty members. 7 

SSee Richard Myren, Colleges and Universities with Four Year Degree Offer
ing Programs in Law Enforcement and Their Faculty, Department of Police Ad~ 
ministration, Indiana University, 1961. The author in a personal communica
tion gave the estimate on two year programs. 
6Op. Cit., Piven and Alcabes, pp. 206-208. 
7See , for example, "Analysis of State Law Enforcement Improvement Plans Re 
Role of Two Year Colleges in COrTectional State Development,Corrnnission on 
Gorrectional Facilities and Services, American Bar Association, Washington, 
D. C., 1973, p. 4. 

---~-------------------------------
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A number of forces were at play when the Omnibus Cr.ime. Control Act of 

1968 was passed by Congress and substantial funds wel"e made available to the 

states to improve their law enforcement programs. A segment of the bill, 

which was especially important to the academic corrnnunity, provided grants 

to personnel from criminal justice agencies who were participat±IDg in higher 

education programs and loans to students who were committed to a career in 

a criminal justice setting. The loan provisions were especially important: 

"The Administration is authorized to enter into con-' 
tracts to make payments to institutions of higher ed
ucation for loans, not exceeding $1,800 per academic 
year to any person enrolled on a full-time basis in 
undergraduate or graduate programs approved by the 
Administration and leading to degrees or certificates 
in areas directly related to law enforcement or pre
paring for employment in law enforcement, with 
special consideration to police or correctional per
sonnel of States or units of general local government 
on academic leave to earn such degrees or certifi
cates. u8 

Critical decisions were made during its early days by the administrators 

of the Law Enforcement Education Program (LEEP), which were to be vitally 

important in Shaping the character of academic programs in this field. One 

of the Irost important of these was the restriction placed on the use of 

LEEP funds, by the program administrators, so that only institutions which 

had an organized set of courses equivalent to a criminal justice type con-

centration were eligible to provide loans to students. While the legisla

tion only required that loans should be made to persons participating in pro

grams lldirectly related to law enforcement,!! the guidelines issues to imple-

ment this legislation clearly favoy,ed institutions that had specific and 

organized criminal justice programs. 

Under subsequent amendments to the Omnibus Crime Control Act, the Office 

of Academic Assistance, the name of the LEEP Administrative Office, was enabled 

8Sec . 406(b), The Omnibus Cr:i.me Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. 
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to assist institutions in developing crimihal justice curricula. The 1971 

LEEP guidelines provided that funds would be made available to institutions 

for planning, developing, strengthening, improving or carryd.ng out programs 

or projects for improved law enforcement education. Later amendments to the 

guidelines softened the thrust toward criminal justice programs, but by the 

time these occurred, the academic community had been stimulated to estab

lish criminal justice departments and they tended to attract a number of 

students specifically interested in careers in criminal justioe. In 1973" 

alone, forty million dollars was dis"!..'t'ibuted to nearly a thousand schools 

which provided assistance to approxirrate1y 95 thousand students. 

The quality of these programs va:l['ied widely, but clearly a cri.rninal 

justice discipline had developed in academic settings all across the United 

States. Though a heavy proportion of this growth was at the·:cmrmnuni.ty col

lege level, a number of four year programs also developed and'by 1974, the 

Ph.D. in Criminal Justice could be obtained at several Universities in the 

United States. It would be an oversimplification to attribute the growth of 

criminal justice programs solely to the LEEP program, but it played a very 

important role. Al50ut half of the students in the academic programs repre

sented by the participants at the Workshop for Correctional Educators in 

Colleges and Universities were supported to some degreeby'LEEP funds . 

. There are good indications that, though there would likely be some 

attrition, a' number of these programs would be sustained even iJfi LEEP funds 

were ended. Many of them have developed strong ties within the academic 

corrnnunity and they are very likely to be in heavy demand by students in the 

future. A questionnaire completed by the participants in the Workshop for 

Correctional Educators in Colleges and Universities six months after the 

end of the Workshop, indicated that almost all of their programs had grown 

despite a stabilization, and in some cases a decrease, in LEEP funding. 
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. 
The reasons cited for the increase in enrollment gives some sense of the basis 

of the attraction of criminal justice programs. 

Reasons for Increase in In-service Enrollment 

"The addition of one more course in our morning 
program to accomodate those officers whose 
shifts did not permit attendance in the normal 
afternoon slots, has caught on." 

"A change in agency rules governing the effect 
of educational attainment on promotions, i. e. , 
education will count more." 

"The nwnber of in-service corrections personnel 
has increased due to an awareness on the part of 
correctional career officers of the anticipated 
agency incentive now being considered in the 
Central Office of the Depar"bnent of Corrections." 

"The recruitment of better insrnuctors who are 
dedicated to theirr:task and not just along for 
an easy ride. These instructors do not give in 
to student pressures to 'make a deal' for 
classes with a passing grade." 

"More public relations work with agencies." 

Reasons for Increase in Pre-Service Enrollmentr 

"Criminal justice is a field which seems to have 
openings for college graduates." 

"An increasing amount of recognition given to 
the field." 

"The attempt to cOIIlJIllilicate with' social science' 
oriented college freshmen." 

"Criminal justice is a more interesting liberal 
arts field than J1lC)st." 

"The increasing nwnber of two year institutions ~ 
offering criminal justice programs at the asso-
ciate level." 

"Active efforts to recruit female and minority 
group students." 
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After a period of time, there may be some waning of interest and support 

for criminal justice programs, but as of now, they appear to be a perma

nent and prominant addition to the academic landscape. 

Lending further support to these programs, was the recent endorsement 

by the National Commission on Crimrunal Justice Standards and Goals: 

"Criminal justice curricula and programs should be 
established by agencies of higher education to uni
fy the body of knowledge in criminology, social 
seience, law, public administration, and corrections 
and to serve as a basis for preparing persons to 
work in the criminal justice system.,,9 

The Corrnnis sion hoped that these programs , built on the "systems II perspective, 

might develop criminal justice generalists and provide lateral entry from one 

part of the system (eg. police) to another (eg. corrections). They also 

hoped these programs would foster collaborative relationships between the 

acaderiri.c world and crinui.nal justice agencies. The Commission went to some 

pains to specify that these programs should avoid training in job functions 

which can be handled more appropriately by police, courts and correction 

agencies. 

With specific reference to corrections, tIle Commission also made recom-

mendations relative to manpower and recruitment which have implications for 

correctionally oriented programs in higher education. Whereas the 1950's 

stressed social work education for both probation and parole workers, the 

Commission recommended that a Babhelor's degree should become the educational 

minimum for entry level persOImel, without expressing a preference for a 

single discipline. With regard to parole, it further recorrnnended that pro

'lisions be made for the employment of personnel with less than a college 

9"Criminal Justice Systems," The National Advisory Corrrrnission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, U. S. Government Prmting Office, 1973, p. 170. 
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degree to work with parole officers on a team basis, carrying out ta~ks 

appropriate to their individual skills. For correctional personnel work-

ing in institutions, no minimum educational requirements were recommended 

by the Comnission. Rather, they recommended the 

!luse of an open system of selection in whic'l any 
testing device used is related to a specific job 
and is a practical test of a person's ability to 
perform that job."]O 

The Comnission was not indifferent to the type of pl~gram needed in 

higher education. For example, it asserted that to develop successfully 

corrnnunity-correction programs requires: "a complicated interplay among 

judicial and correctional personnel, those from related public and private 

agencies, citizen volunteers, and civic groups. 1111 In the Comnis s ion 's 

view, persons who 'tJould undertake to rranage this variety of forces must be 

cognizaT'lt of problems and practices at each point in the criminal justice 

process as well as being aware of the forces operating in the communities in 

which they work. New correctional administ~ators must know these areas as 

well as they know and understand the orderly management of the prison. 

To the Commission, a system oriented criminal justice program in 

higher education is an ideal place for ,·.the development of individuals de

siring to become involved in corrections. Without specifically emphasizing 

community corrections as such in its curricultuD, a criminal justice orien-

ted program should acquaint students with the fundamentals of each sector 

involved in the correctional task as well as developing an appreciation of 

the interrelationships among them. 

10r~Tc:sk Force, Report on Corrections, If The National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Just~ce Standards and Goals, U. S. Government Prmting Office, 
1973, p. 471. 
llIb'd _~_., p. 221. 
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What of the lower> level staff needed :tor> community based corrections? 

The Commission said: 

tiThe .image of the staff member> or>iented to the mili
tary and to law enforoement Will give way to that 
of the comrrnmity cO!"rectional wor>ker>. He will be 
armed with differ>ent skills. He will not be pr>e
occupied with custody, contr>ol and r>egimentation, 
but intent on using community r>esouroes as the 
major> tool in his r>ehabilitative mission."12 

The move to comrrnmity based cor>r€ctions means a decr>eased use of maximum 

secU!"ity institutions and a substantial peroentage of those nOvI pr>eoccu-

pied with custody, control and r>egirnentation - by far> the lar>gest gr>0up 

in contemporar>y cO!"rections - will not be needed. The task, accor>ding to 

the Commission, becorres one of r>etooling those staff member>s. 

"Obviously, Cu.rTent s:traff cannot be dismissed and 
replaced by new staff. Nor> can it be assumed that 
r>elLdlcating will solve the problem... Training is 
needed which will intr>oduce ... cO!"rectional pernon
nel to a new role -- that of broker>, r>esouroe lTBl1-

ager> , change agent, etc. -- that will be r>equi:r>ed 
in community co:t'rections."13 

Inoarcer>ation as a r>esponse to cr>ime will not be elimdnated over>night 

in faVOr> of the community or>iented approach. In fact, the National Commis

sion obser>ved that: 

liThe public has not yet fully suppocted the emer>g
ing communi ty-or>iented philosophy. . .• even though 
r>esearoh r>estL'.ts have demonstr>ated the need for' 
new approaches, tr>aditional approaches have cr>eated 
inbred, self-per>petuating systems. Reintegr>ation 
as an Objective has become entangled with the de
si!"e for> institutional order>, secU!"ity and per>sonal 
pr>estige. As long as the system exists chiefly to 
serve its own needs, any impending change r>epr>esents 
a threat. 1114 

With the continuance of inoarcer>ation, ther>e is, a need to upgr>ade the per>

for.mance of individuals wor>king in'~hese institutions and help them develop 

12Ibid. , p. 465. 
13Ibid. , p. 487. 
14Ibid. , p. 349. 
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greater flexibility in adapting to needed change. 

Hotv well recently emerged criminal justice programs are e.quipped to 

meet the needs of corrections as described by the Commission is unclear . 

Although a few individual states have been, quite active in attending to the 

development of academic programs in criminal justice and corrections, by and 

large rrost have not, and the knowledge about the nature of such programs is 

quite spotty. Except for some such states, as the State of California, 

which has a very active planning unit, information about the correctional 

component of most criminal justice programs is lacking. For example, a SUF-' 

vey sponsored by the L~erican Bar Association in cooperation with the Ameri

can Association of Community and Junior Colleges concluded that correctional 

education at the community collegeJlEavel though expanding rapidly was re-

ceivLlg little attention from various state planning agencies and specific 

information about the characteristics of these programs was lacking. 

The Workshop Program 

Up to 1973 no national resource existed where educators located in col-

leges and universities who were concerned with correctionally oriented P!U-

grams coula consider collectively such matters as trends in contemporary 

correlbtions, ~lducational techniques or curriculum design. The Workshop for 

Correctional Educators in Colleges and Univers,ities, held in August 1973 and 

sponsored by the National Institute of Corrections, was designed !to secure 

some information about these programs and to begin to focus on the problems 

confronting them. 

As the table on page 16 indicates, the 22 educators who took part in 

the sixteen day program were drawn from a wide variety of settings -- geo

graphically, administratively and in size. Talble 1 on the following page, 

for example, shows the average number of students taking courses in the pro

grams from which the participant-edu.cators were drawn. ij 

i 
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Program 

)n;ections Program 

~iminal Justice Administ1Oation Program 

::hool of Public Administration 

Lvision of Social Science and Public 
Service Careers 

~partment of Cdm.inal Justice 

~partrnent of Law Enforcement and 
Cnrrections 

~iminal Justice Programs, Corrections 
and law Enforcement 

)rrections and Law Enforcement. 

~titute of Criminal Justice and 
Cr.iminology 

fulic Service 'Technology, Corrections 

mter for Urban Studies 

mter for the Study of Crime, Delin
quency and Corrections 

)rrections Administration 

ltural and Applied Science Division 

man Services, Corrections Pro~ 

IDrinistration of Justice Program 

:pa:rtment of Crirni'f.al Justice 

~:partment of Behavioral Sciences 

!paM::ment of Criminal Justice 
Administration 

!partment of Criminal JUf3tice 

lpa:rtment of Social Work and Corrections 
Services 

~Institute of Contemporary Corrections 
and the Behavioral Sciences 

Institution and Location 

Florida Junior College, Jacksonville, Florida 

California State UniJersi ty, San Diego, California 

Uni versi ty of Southern California, los Angeles) 
California 

Manchester Corronunity College, Manchester, 
Connecticut 

Hillsborough Corronunity College, Tampa, Florida 
\ 

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 
Pennsylvania 

Holyoke Cormmmity College, Holyoke, Massachusetts 

Indiana Central College, Indianapolis, Indiana 

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 

Hocking Technical College, Nelsonville, Ohio 

Uni versi ty of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 

Southern Illinois Uni versi ty, Carbondale, 
Illinois 

Washington Technical Institute, Washington, D. C. 

Ess.ex Community College, Newark, New Jersey 

College of DuPage, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 

Portland State V'niversity, Portland, Oregon 

California State University, Sacramento, 
California 

Ta.rrant County Junior College, FortlM(1}f.0i:h, Texas 

Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, 
Missouri 

Auburn Community College, Auburn, New York 

East Caroiina University, Greenville, 
North Carolina 

Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, Texas 
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TABLE 1 

Average Number of Students Taking Courses 
in 1972-73 Academic Year: 22 Prognam§ 

Two Year Program 

260 
lt5-lt66 

34-
3-50 

Four Year Program 

lt78 
76-1500 

275 
It-900 

By and large, the programs, as would be expected, were relatively young. 

The average two year institution had a correctional component in its pro

grem for thr'ee years, while the average four year program had a correc

tional component for a little more than 5 years. 

Throughout the Workshop, a variety of rre.terials and issues were ex

amined. During the first tl"lr'ee days of the program, for example, Sheldon 

Messinger and Vincent 0' Leary focused the discussion on the nature of aca

demic programs in criminal justice and corrections. TIle interaction of 

these programs with COlleges and universities was explored as were the 

goals of the educators in them. This section of the program ended with an 

extended discussion of general trends in corrections in American society 

and the implications of these ~Dends for higher education. 

Some of the reading materials assigned to participants, and which were 

JTade available for study during evening hours, are shov.'I1. in the Bibliogra

phy in Appendix II. These materials, and the others listed, were contained 

in the Workshop reading room. Participants were also taken to the State 

University of New York at Albany library for any additional reading re

sources they required. 

During the next week, a series of specific issues in curriculum de

sign were explored with the participants by Donald Newrran, Fred Cohen and 

, I 
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. 
David Rothman. Donald NeWlTBl1 began the week with a discussion on cr>imi-

nal justice cu.:rTiculum at the undergraduate level. As part of this ex

amination, groups of participants were asked to design prototypical intro

ductory courses which could be used in a general criminal justice program 

with a correctional component. These were discussed and evaluated by a1~ 

the 'VJorkshop participants arid faoul ty . 

Fred COhe.i'1 l.lildel.-took to discuss the nature of law education in a cor-

rectional program in a college or university. The approach he'ernphasized 

was much more concerned with the methodology of law than with specific 

case holdings. Methodology in this context mean~ a knowledge of how the 

law works in specific cases and how that law is detennined. The aim is 

to help prepare the student to become a law consumer, so that he will be 

able to read cases and other legal materials with understanding and be 

ahle to follow and understand ~~ges in the law as they occur. This ap-

preach utilizes case law materials not as much for their content as for 

their ability to illustrate specific points in legal methodology. 

Da~id Rothman discussed the use of historical materials in a correc-

tional cu.:rTiculum. In his view, such materials should be used not so much 

in terms of what they tell us about past approaches to corrections, but 

more for what they reveal about the present and their use as guides to the 

future. The justifications for the policies of the past were viewed as 

being as important, if not more important, than the policies themselves. 

For example, the prohibition against mail and newspapers was justified in 

the early years of prisons, not because it kept news from inside from get

ting out, br because it prevented escape plans from being hatched, but 

rather because it kept the incarcerated from being contaminatedbby the 

unhealthy social environment existing outside of the institution. Contact 
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with the outside would only confuse the mind of the incarcerated and pre

vent him from contemplating his offenses in peace. 

It was suggested that primary sources were best suited to convey 

historical material to the student. Annual reports of early prisons are 

particularly suited to this purpose, as are early newspaper accounts. 

It was also suggested that it is beneficial to integrate histol'1i6a.l mater-

ial into other criminal justice courses to illustrate points the instruc-

tor wishes to make and to give perspective to present day procedures and 

policies. 

The next phase of the Workshop was concerned with exploring the rela-

tionship of criminal justicel correctional programs with several significant 

groups and institutions. David Fogel, for example, discussed his views of 

the problems and potential benefits which are involved in the relationships 

between colleges and universities and correctional agencies., while Donald 

Riddle, Edward Carr, Andrew Korim and Norv:al Jesperson each in turn explored 

the issues involved in other significant relationships at the university', 

state and national level. 

Although expert faculty were generously employed, the major aim of the 

Workshop was the heavy involvement of the partioipant educators. Working on 

a variety of tasks in small groups, they identified and examined a number of 

crucial and relevant issues in higher education. They also completed a 

series of questionnaires and developed .findings in the groups in which they 

worked. A good deal of the rest of this report is drawn from the data which 

was forthcoming from these sources. 

One point needs to be emphasized. In SOIT.e respects, the issues con

fronted in the Workshop were unique to criminal justice educators struggling 

with the issues of corrections. In other .. ':respects, they were issues which 
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, 

confront all of higher education. The National Corrnnission of Criminal Jus-

tice Standards and Goals emphasized the uni versi ty' s service function. In 

proposing standards for the development, implementation and evaluation of 

criminal justice programs, the Corrnnission stressed the need for close rela

tionshipbetween criminal justice agencies and E:ducational institutions. 

Manpower, job skills and career development considerations were primary, an 

eminently proper view to be expected of a group of serious persons trying to 

develop means to deal with crime in this country. 

But, as was repeatedly emphasized by various Workshop participants, 

criminal justice programs in colleges and universities are in the final 

sense educational programs and higher education traditionally has had other 

responsibilities than simply preparing men and women for the world 'Of work. 
" 

Besides the transmission of a cul rural heritage, higher education has also 

provided a safe place for exploration and experimentation, an opportunity to 
, " . " 

develop a corrnnitment to beliefs and values; a process which at times may be 

only marginally relatecttoa vocationql interest. 

During the 1960 's, colleges and universities went through a period of 

turmoil. Traditional directions, structures and rationales for higher educa

tion were challenged and in ~y ways they have been reshaped. One of the 

most basic values which was challenged was that of the "neutrality" of higher 

education. One legacy of that period has been a heightened tension between 

the requi1~ents of knowledge development and the demands for social involve-

ment, a tension which has serious implications particularly for cOrTection

ally oriented programs in higher education and the way they perceive their 

task. A r.umber of important questions must be answered by those involved in 

such programs with respect to the nature and degree of collaboration with 

correctional systems, the extent of their responsibility to criticize 
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public correctional agencies, or the degree to which such matters are rele

vant to them at all. Vrrr'ious responses to each of these issues can have 

quite different consequences for these educational programs, the faculty and 

students in them and for the course of corrections in this country. 

The questions to be answered are not limited to the manner in which 

academic programs are conceived as related to the field of practice. They 

also involve beliefs about the character of knowledge concerning criminal 

justice and specifically corrections, and how that knowledge is to be organ-

ized. The types of problems addressed at various times in the Workshop are 

sirnila~ to those which have confronted other disciplines. Smelser has ±den

tified three trends in the social sciences; in his view they have become: 

1) increasingly technical, 2) increasingly specialized, and 3) increasingly 

jnvolved in IIbig research" as opposed to scholarly library research. Smelser 

points out what to him is an llnportant implication of these several trends: 

liAs the bulk of knowledge increases, as it becomes 
more specialized, and as it becomes rrore tehhnical, 
it becomes rrore difficult to fashion an under
graduate major that will give the undergraduate a 
comprehensive or integrated grasp of the intellec
tual substance and style of a field of study. The 
extension and specialization of the disciplines 
have fragmented the undergraduate major. "15 

Smelser argues that specialization and technology have also fostered the de

cline of the humanistic llnpulse in the social sciences, a quality that many 

students are seeking. 

Workshop participants asserted that criminal justice education is as 

deeply implicated with the need to confront the rroral a.spects of the human 

condition as any discipline in the social sciences. These considerations in 

15~eil Smelser, in The State of the Univel"s~"sy: Authority ~md Change, 
echted by Carlos Kruytbosch and Sheldon Messmger, Sage pu]j)lication: 
Beverly Hills, Califovnia, 1970, p. 23. 
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. 
tUl1n raise substantial questions about the obligations which criminal jus~ 

tice programs have with respect to chang:ir,g conditions existing in the 

world. Richard Myren stated his position as follows: 

IfHaYling singled out the social problem of crime for 
attack:, this philosophy - a higher education stra
tegy for the seventies - demands social screence 
generalists, professors serving as intellectual 
managers, to educate a new breed of criminal system 
employees. These generalists ~,;Qll deal in the ex
change of specialized information about the nature 
of social deviance , its tolerance and control, and 
the role of the criminal justice system and its 
component agencies in that control."16 

By accepting this view that crime is a problem to be addressed admively and 

not simply an area to be studied, and by consciously try.i:ilg to utilize a nevI 

breed of "social science generalists" in crirnin.al justice, higher education 

becomes deeply concerned with issues of great social and political controversy. 

By choosing whether or not to wor,k closely with criminal justice age..ncies, 

and depending on what terms, an academic program makes a value statement 

about the nature of crime and deviance and ways of dealing with them. It 

also rrakes a statement about 1:1:.~ character of higher education. Content of 

individual courses will inevitably reflect the judgments of individual pro

fessors about the appropriateness of our existing criminal justice system; 

societal definitions of crime and criminals and the purposes of higher educa

tion. The choices are important ones, worthy of careful consideration for 

anyone involved in the educational enterprise. During their two weeks to

gether, the participants in the Workshop for Correctional Educators in Col-

leges and Universities cor~ronted the issues involved in those choices and 

seriously considered their own responses C:1~a number of occasions. 

l6Richard Myren, Education in Criminal Justice, Coordinating Council for 
Higher Education, 1970, p. V3. 
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II. Students and Faculty in the Programs 

One of the more revealing questions which can be asked about higher 

education prDgrams, concerns the characteristics of their faculty and stu

dents. For example, the corrrrni tment of academic administrators to a given 

unit can be gauged in part by their willingness to make resources available 

for fUll-time faculty positions. The experiential and acaderaic backgrDunds 

of the faculty who are employed give some measure of the likely quality of 

the academic unit. Equally, the kinds of students enrolled in 'a. prDgram tell 

much about it, not only in terms of their interests and backgrDunds, but 

also in terms of their subsequent careers. Obviously, to obtain this kind 

of information in any detail for all prDgrams in higher education dealing 

with correction would take an extensive study. The Workshop settled for 

rrore modest goals. It sought to illuminate some of these areas, at least 

as they applied to the 22 higher educational prDgrams represented in the 

Workshop. Several participants were also invited to develop papers aDJund 

these topics. These were published in a separate publication; some of their 

contents are included here. 

Students in the Programs 

From the variety of sources which were tapped during the process of 

conducting the Workshop for Correctional Educators in Colleges and Universi

ties, it became clear that students in correctionally oriented prDgrams in 

higher education came from diverse backgrDunds, had diverse ideas about what 

they sought to obtain from these prDgrams, and followed diverse paths upon 

completing their formal academic work. One point becaine clear, labels which 

may be helpful at times to describe the characteristics of students must be 

used with great care and awareness since they can easily hide more diversity 
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than is apparent. For example, pre-service 'students are not always "pre

service" - if one means by that term the students in a program who are not 

presently employed in an agency and who are following a course of study to 

prepare themselves for a specific cOr1~ctional career in whiCh they will 

ulti.m3.tely "serve. II A number of pre-service students, at the institutions 

represented at the Workshop, were not planning to enter the field, at least 

not in any immediate future. Frcm the data gained through questionnaires, 

discussions and papers developed by the participants, it was learned that a 

number of students designated "pre-service" at both the two and four year 

level, were pursuing studies in the area of corrections because it was of 

intrinsic interest, for them the vocational implications were of secondary 

relevance. Others Chose the area as a maj.)r interest because they were not 

really stimulated by such subjects as business or history and corrections and 

criminology appeared to be a.Tl"Dfl,g the J'IK)re interesting majors available. 'The 

term "pre-service studentll obviously encompasses a wide variety of persons 

beyond those actively planning to undel~ake a criminal justice career. 

In-service students are a bit easier to define. Either they are pre-

sently employed by a criminal justice agency or they are on leave from one. 

But here again, it is uncertain as to how many of these persons are seeking 

an education as a means for advancement in their agency as opposed to those 

seeking learning for its own sake or indeed as a means of leaveing the field. 

With the above limitations in mind, it may be useful to review some data 

whiCh was developed from participant responses. Prior to the Workshop, each 

person who was scheduled to attend was asked to indicate the number of stu-

dents their repsective departments had in terms of four categories: full

time pre-service and in-service ~d part-time pre-service and in-service. 

Since almost all the academic units represented were criminal justice programs 

and had a variety of programs within their unit such as criminology, correc-
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tions or IX>lice science, they were asked to indicate , within the same 

categories, the number of students who were following a program with a cor

rectional emphasis. It was h9ped that some idea could be obtained concerning 

the size of the programs represented and the comIX>si tion of their student 

bodies. The number of students emphasizing corrections was an lmIX>rtant 

figure, since in many cases it provided an indication of the strength of the 

correctional comwnent in these selected criminal justice programs . Although 

the schools varied in si:::2, the distribution among these categories IX>int to 

some interesting comparisons between the two and four year schools. 

The percentage of students with a correctional emphasis in the two year 

schools was 62% While the percentage of those with a similar interest in the 

four year schools was 18%. These data do not seem to square with rrore gen-

eral data available on the percentage of students with correctional emphasis 

in higher educational programs. For example, Thomas Phelps, in a discussion 

of corrections, ffi3.I1IX>wer and education, reIX>rted that in California among those 

receiving financial support, a study of agency affiliation of in-service per

sonnel participating under a government grant and loan.:"program, revealed the 

following profile: police services 63%, corrections 28%, courts 5% and other 

4% ,I Apparently, the heavy representation of students with a correctional em

phasis in the two year colleges represented at the Workshop was more charac

teristic of the participants chosen to take part in this program than is 

likely to be found in rrost DNO year programs across the country. 

One set of data from the Woncshop participants which does correspond with 

that presented by Phelps, is the overall percentage of students in 109 col

leges and universities in California involved in criminal justice education. 

l~orra~ Phe~p~, "Correctional ManIX>wer and Correctional Education in Colleges 
and U~versltles, Selected Papers from the Workshop for Correctional Educa
tors In Colleges and Universities, School of Criminal Justice, SUNY, ~AJ.bany, 
New York, 1974. 
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He reports that out of the 41,000 students enrolled in these programs, 

22,000 were in-service students and 20,000 were pre-service. As Table 1 

below indicates, this same breakdown 6f in-service and :preHservice students 

roughly holds for the institutions represented in the Workshop. 

TABLE 1 

Percent of full and part time students in two 
and four year programs by type 

2 year 
In-service Full-time 34% 

Part-time 16% 

Pre-service Full-time 42% 
Part-time 8% 
Total 100% 

4 year 
8% 

42% 

49% 
1% 

100% 

One difference between these pre-service and in-service students was 

particularly surprising. It was assumed that two year colleges had more 

substantial agency ties than did four year colleges and thus they would 

likely have a substantially higher percentage of in-service students. This 

was not the case and to the extent these findings can be generalized to 

other educational programs there are important implications for two year 

curricula. A significant number of students, almost half according to the 

data, were being exposed to correctional content for the first time. Many 

of these students were making career choices and clearly the definition of 

the field was cnlcial. For those not choosing to work in a correctional 

setting, it was important that they received exposUre to the issues in the 

field of greater scope than was likely to be obtained in courses which were 

essentially job training. Nor were highly narrowly technical offerings 

likely to attract the most competent student to the field, The dilemma posed 

for the instructor in these two year programs was how to provide a set of 

courses with occupational relevance yet couched in sufficiently broad terms 

so that the critical issues of the field were raised. 
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It was not possible to obtain detailed personal information about the 

students in the programs represented, but one of the Workshop participants, 

Barton Ingraham, and his colleague at the University of Maryland, Nolton 

Johnson, undertook a compal-ative study in that university of law enforcement 

majors, criminology majors who by and large would be heavily correctionally 

oriented, and non-majors. 2 This full paper is presented in a companion 

volume but there are some interesting findings related to pre-service under-
l 

graduate students who attend a baccalaureate program. They shed sane light 

on the question of Jrotivation of criminal justice students. In surruning up 

the results, Ingraham and Johnson state: 

"Jrost of the respondents, regardless of their major 
or sex, indicated that self-actualization was their 
primary Jrotive both for attending college and in } 
looking for suitable jobs. Next in importance came 
job benefits, the Jrost important aspects of which 
were adequate pay, prestige and advancement-poten
tial rather than security or good fellowship.,,3 

Their study also indicated there were substantial differences among the 

three groups studied when it oame to the pereentage variking of needs as 

to primary importance. For' exampie; thoug;h all three groups placed self

actualization as their primary Jrotivation for attending college, substantially 

fewer of the law enforcement majors, 54%, as compared with 67% and 8196 of the 

criminology and non-majors reppectively, ranked this as their pJr'irrary mot iva-

tion. 

With regard to the "opportunity to secure a well paying job!! as a Jroti- . 

vation for attending college, law enforcement majors were more inclined tb . 

rank this as their primary motivation t0an the other two groups, (32% for law 
. .. ~ . , ... .' 

..... .. ,. 
"'i' 

...' f'lo. 

2Barton Ingraham and Nolton Johnson, "Characteristics of Undergraduates in 
a state university with special interest in law enforcement and criminology, 
Se~ected Papers from the Workshop for Correctional Educators in Colleges and 
Umversities, School of Criminal Justice, SUNY~ Albany, New York, 1974. 
3Th' -2::£., p. 46. 
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enforcement majors as compared to 25% and 22% for criminology and non-majors 

respectively). If these findings hold for other programs across the country, 

it is plain that if criminaJ. justice programs and correctionaJ. agencies in 

particular, are to attract new students and hold them once employed, they must 

find ways in which creativity and the opportunity for personal goaJ. attain-

ment are available. 

Returning to the data developed by the participants represented at 

the Workshop, some further differences were evidenced between stUdents in 

two and four year programs specificaJ.ly among those classified as "in-service." 

Though the figures may have been influenced by the process by which the 

programs which were selected to be represented at the Workshop, the two year 

colleges appeared to deal primarily with in-service students drawn heavily 

from correctional institutions and on the whole they tended to deal with 

first line correctional officers or youth supervisors. The four year col-

leges provide some educational experience for in-service personnel from these 

areas of corrections, but many more students from probation and parole depart-

ments were involved in four year programs. 

The differences in agency affiliation between students at the. community 

and four year college podmts up one of the results of probation and parole 

deparbnents traditionally having higher entrance and educational requirements 

and offering advancement for educational attainment. The push toward more 

education for correctional officers is still jn its beginning stages and 

advanced educationaJ. requirements and incentives for achieving them are still 

used very sparingly. It was this lack of incentive for the continUing educa

tion of correctional officers which constituted one of the major criticisms 

leveled by Workshop participants;at correctionaJ. agencies. 

Additional grounds for this criticism are provided by a 1972 survey of 

a number of departments of corrections across the United States which showed 
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that there were few incentives given to correctional line officers to IXIT'

ticipate in programs of higher education. 4 The report found that 70% of the 

states responding had no educational attainment as a prerequisite for promo

tion. In no case was college work required for any line staff promotior. 

though a large percentage of agencies indicated that it was a favorable fac-· 

tor in choosing among personnel. 

A matter of special interest to Workshop participants and of considerable 

importance in designing curricula, was the careers followed by students sub-

sequent to their particip3.tion in a criminal justice or correctional programs 

in higher education. Though most programs represented at the Workshop were 

relatively new and data was still somewhat tentative, it appeared that only 

26 90 of the pre-service students graduating from the two year programs repre

sented at the Workshop sought and found subsequent employment in a criminal 

justice agency, while 52% of these graduates pursued more advanced acaderitic 

studies. The participants from four year programs, on the other hand, repor

ted tha": 51% of their pre-service graduates subsequently sought and found 

employment in criminal justice ag~ies. Another 31% of their graduates went 

on to still more advanced academic studies. 

These figures (which include police science, criminal justice, as well 

as correctional students) would tend to indicate that f:ach level of higher 

education served the function of providing career opportunities for their 

students, and that this function was by no means confined to the corrununi ty 

colleges. The results also tended to indicate that a significant number of 

students were pursuing an academic program which progressed steadily from twe 

yea.!' programs thr0ugh graduate work. 

4JeJ"l_rrifer Johnson.aml: .. Bt'adley G. Carr, itA Survey of Legislative Regulations 
and Policies Supportive of Correctional Officer Education," American Bar 
Association, Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, February, 
1973, p. 6. 
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Several needs are immediately apparent. The first relates to articu-

lation of programs across two year, four year and graduate programs -- the 

exte~t that courses taken at one level will be accepted and credited at 

another. A closely related question goes to the issue of the nature of cri-

minal justice education. Although different needs are met by differing 

levels of education, they are linked and there is a need for a coherent pat

tern of relevant knowledge and subject JIB.tter which defines the field. The 

development of a unifying concep"t1itEd frameworks has barely begun l in some 

settings and it is a task which can easily be displaced by a concentration 

on f~ding whatever seems to appeal immediately to consumers. 

Information about the job careers of students in cr:i.minal justice pro

grams with a correctional specialization is sparse. A study by ZeI'ikotes, 

cited by Phelps5 does give some information about one important geographic 

region. 5 The study consisted of a survey of 253 graduates receiving a B.A. 

degree in Cr:i.minal Justice at a California University. Of those studied, 

121 or 79% were subsequently employed in cr:i.miEal justice agencies; 11 in 

corrections and 110 in law enforcement. Ttlhen the 21% (32) who were working 

in non-criminal justice settings, were asked for the reason they were not so 

employed, they replied: 15 - no jobs available; 3 - they hadn't plarmed to 

enter the field; and 14 - miscellaneous reasons. FoUL~ conclusions which 

Phelps dmws from Zerikote I s study are: 

1) In-service personnel tend to rem:d.n in the system 
after completing a B.A. in Oriminal Justice, 

2) Upgl1ading the professional competence of in
service personnel does not result in an attri
tion rate which is damaging to operational 
agencies, 

S~lifford J. Zerikotes, !'The Utilization of Manpower in the Cri.rni.Bal Justice 
Fleld: The First Employment Patterns of California State University, Sacra
mento, Criminal Justice Department Graduates, Janu.ary 1968 through June 
1971, II unpublished Master I s Thesis, California State University, Sacramento, 

. " 1972. 

_________ . ______________ ~ __ .. r'---------------
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. 
3) Pre-service personnel do attempt to obtain employ-

ment in criminal justice, 

4) Pre-service personnel who do not enter the field 
are likely to obtain employment in areas related 
to criminal j ustice positions which provide an 
opportunity for influencing local policies in 
criminal justice matters. 

Faculty in the Programs 

The crucial area of faculty receives little mention im correctional 

education literature. One of the aims of the Workshop for Correctional Edu-

cators in Colleges and Universities was to begin the task of gathering infor-

IlEtcbon concerning the faculties serving community college and four year cor-

rectional education programs. Prior to the actual col!i!fenence, participants 

were asked to provide rele~t data on the backgrounds of their respective 

faculties. Information was requested on such items as degrees held, full 

or part time status and the nature and length of prior agency experience. 

a. FUll-time vs. Part-time -Facu,lty 

In sUlTfiTl3r'izing the information gathered from thE! participants, the most 

noticeable feature was the lack of resources which characterized ITIany of 

the correctioaal education programs. Not unexpectedly, the resources which 

were available were differentially distributed between two and four year 

progl"ams. For example, only 25% of the corrnnunity college faculty were employed 

on a full-time basis, whereas 75% of the faculty in the four year programs 

were full-time. Although this trend does not necessarily reflect differential 

quality in the educational services provided, su~~ figures do give some ir.di

cation .as to the amount of time available fOl' program planning and develop-

ment. 

In terms of the actual number. of faculty available for teaching, advise-

ment and research, the average corrnnunity college faculty size was seven (the 

actual nwnbers ranged from a low of 2' to a high of 21). These community col-
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leges averaged two full-time faculty members '(the number ranged fvom 0-4). 

At the four year institutions, the average faculty size was twelve (range 

7-33); the average nurnber of f1..1-time faculty members was nine (range 1-29). 

When the number of faculty members was examined from the perspective of 

the nurnber of students serviced by the programs, some interesting differences 

emerge. In terms of student-faculty ratios, the corrununi ty college progr?ams 

had an average of 40 students for each: faculty member while the four year 

program I s ratio was 33 to 1. A difference, but hardly str:iking., However, 

when the range of variation within the programs are examined, the variation 

between two and four year programs becomes pronounced. Among the ten com-

rmmity college programs represented, the student/faculty ratios ranged from 

a low of 9: 1 to a high of 82: 1, with the ratios in the rerraining programs 

being fairly evenly distributed between those ext:re.mes. At the four year 

level, the ratios show rrore consistency; they ranged from a low of 17:1 to a 

high of 45: 1, with rrost schools clustering between 28: 1 and 34: 1. 

When part-time faculty are excluded, the differences are even rrore :rna.:rked. 

The average,student/full-time faculty ratios in the corrununity colleges was 

130:1 while in the four year programs, the ratio was 62:1. At the community 

college level, the ratio ranged from 15:1 to 220:1, with only two schools 

having ratios under 100:1. At the four year level these ratios were lower 

ranging from 28: 1 to 120: 1. Only one school had more than 100 students for 

each full-time faculty member. 

Further data are needed to compare the student-faculty ratios of criminal 

justice/correctional departments with those of other academic units in 

colleges and universities. It would help determine whether these ratios are 

peculiar to criminal justice and corrections programs or representative of the 

colleges and universities of which they are a part. These problems were of 
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great concern to Workshop participants as was' demonstrated by the fact that 

Ifinadequate university/college funding and lack of qualified faculty" t.,ras 

among the top five constraints on correctional curriculum development listed 

by the Workshop pal~icipants. 

b. Academic Backgrounds of Faculties 

Participants in the Workshop were asked to indicate the highest academic 

degree earned for each faculty member teaching in rneir academic units. Table 

2 below reflects the data which were submitted. 

TABLE 2 

Percentage of faculty by highest degree held at two 
and four year schools represented at the Workshop 

Number of 
Schools Ph.D. 'seN). Masters(N) laweN) Bachelors(N) Total(N) 

'IWo Year 9 4%(2) 43%(21) 23%(13) 27%(13) 101%(49) 

Four Year 11 35%(47) 41%(56) 20%(27) 4%(6) 100%(136) 

Total 20 27%(49) 41%(77) 22%(40) 10%(19 ) 1;:;0%(185) 

The Master of Arts Degree was the most frequent highest degree earned 

by faculty members; 41% of the 185 total faculty members included in the sur= 

vey listed this as the highest degree earned. Both the two and four year' 

schools reported a similar percentage of faculty with the M.A. as the highest 

degree earned, 43% and 41% respectively. Foster, in a survey of criminal 

justice faculty in 175' community college faculty and 205 four year college 

and university faculty members reported similar figures of 42% and 37%.6 

These and several other similar findings fbom the data secured from, Workshop 

6~ack Foster, "Criminal Justice Faculty: A Survey of Employment Practices in 
Higher Education Criminal Justice Programs, Department of Criminal Justice, 
Youngstown State University: Youngstown, Ohio, 1973. 
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participants and Foster's study lend credence to the belie! that the 

institutions represented at the ~7or)<-..shop were characteristic of ffi311y insti-

tutions of higher education at least along a number of important dimensions. 

The next most freq,uent highest degree listed am:::mg the faculties 

of the institutions represented at the Workshop was the doctorate with 27% 

of 185 faculty in the Workshop institutions reporting this as the highest 

degree held. There was, as might be expected, a significant difference be

tween the two and four year institutions on this dimension. Whe~as only 496 

of the community college faculty had earned doctorates, over a third of the 

four year faculty held this degree. Foster f s findings for this category were 

. almost identical: 4% for corrnnunity colleges and 31% for four year institu-

tions. 

With regard to law degrees, 22% of the 185 faculty members held 11B or 

JD degrees. The percentage of law-trained faculty at the two levels of insti

tutions represented were quite similar: 27% for the community college pro-

grams and 20% for the four year programs. Foster's figures of 13% and 14% 

for two year and four year programs respectively, were somewhat lower',. 

Only ten percent of the faculty members included in the schools repre

sented at the Workshop reported the Bachelor of Arts as the highest-cdegree 

earned . Faculty in this category were much more l:i..Kely to be found in a 

community college; twenty-seven percent of those faculty members fell into 

this group, While only 4% of the faculty at the fo~·year schools reported 

the B.A. as their highest degree. Foster's percentage for the two groups 

were fairly similar, 33% and 5% respectively. 

C I Prior Experience fif Faculty 

Table 3 on the following page indicates the years of experience in cri

minal justice a.gencies, according to the highest degree earned, which was 
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characteristic of the faculty members from the institutions of higher educa-

tion represented at the Won(shop. 

TABLE 3 

Average Number of Years of 
Experience by Highest Degree Held 

Ph.D. Masters B.A. 

Two Year 3.7 9.5 17.4 

Four Year 4.5 7.4 17.2 

law 

18.0 

13.6 

As might be predicted, with the exception of legal training which re-

presents a special case, the lesser the academic degree held, the more that 

prior agency experience corres into play in faculty recruitment. It was 

found that only 8% of the community college faculty were reported to have had 

no agency experience; nearly all of these were employed on a part-time basis. 

In conn'ast, 30% of the faculty in four year programs were reported to have 

no agency experience. Almost all of these individuals were full time fac

ul ty, half of whom had earned doctorates. Again comparisons with Foster I s 

survey show considerable agreement. He found in his study of criminal jus

tice programs that: 

"25% of the faculty at corronunity colleges were 
"second careerists" who had put in J'OCIre than 
20 years of service in a criminal justice agency 
and were now accepting a faculty appointment 
upon retirerrent from their agency. Another 8 % 
had 16-20 years experience; only 20% had less 
than 5 years experience; 80% had more thaTl 5 
years. In senior colleges only 15% had more 
than 15 year~ experience; 56% had less than 5 
years; 43% greater than 5 years experience." 

The specific agencies with which the facul1:y members from the institu

tions represented at the Workshop had work experience can be categorized into 
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four groups: 1) correctional institutions (both juvenile and adult), 2) pro

bation and parole agencies, 3) law enforcement agencies, and 4) law practice. 

Table 4 shows the distribution of work experience by these categories among 

the faculty members in the schools represented at the Workshop. The high 

percentage of correctional as opposed to police or law experience dmOng the 

schools from which partic~!~ts were drawn cannot be generalized to criminal 

justj ce programs as a whole. Participating schools were selected on the 

TABLE 4 

Percentage of faculty by type of criminal justice 
work experience .. in two and four ):fear programs 

Type of Agency ExEerience 

Correctional Probation Law Legal 
Institutions and Parole Enforcement Counsel None 

Two Year 20% 12% 35% 24% 890 

Four Year 20% 10% 2690 14% 30% 

Total 

99% 

100% 

basis of having a correctional com~)onent :in their curriculum and so a greater 

emphasis on agency experience in corrections might be expected. 

TIle profile of faculty members having experience with correctional agen

cies was similar at both the community college and four year progDaffi levels. 

About one-third of the two and four year college faculty had experience in 

a correctional institution, probation or parole. 

Among the COIT1!IlW1ity college faculty; 35% had law enforcement backgrounds; 

the cOmpal'able group among four year faculty numbered 26%. These figures 

ret~ect once again the tendency of two year colleges to be fairly heavily 

staffed by those\Mith police experience. Some differnnce was also found in 

the mnnber of facul ty with prior experience in the practice of law. . At the, 

COmmunity college level, 24% of the faculty were members of the legal profes-
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sian. All of these were part-time instructors. The four year programs re-

ported that only 14% of their faculties had legal experience, two-thirds 

of these were full-time faculty members. 

Some inGight as to its importance of experience among faculty can be 

obtained frolJ1 the reactions of Workshop. participants. For example, hefore 

the Workshop, nearly all of the participants viewed agency experi(.ce as being 

equally as important as advanced academic training for a two year college 

faculty member. After the conference, however, a shift in .... 'TOr 'of academic 

experience was evident. Half of the participants from the two year colleges 

indicated that academic training was more important than exp~rience for instruc

tors at their level; 25% of the participants from four year schools agreed. 

With reference to the balance between experience and academic background 

which would be approrpiate to a four year college instructor, a similar shift 

occurred. Before the Workshor, only 10% of the two year college participants 

said that agency experience was less important than academic background at 

the four year college level. After two weeks of c.iscussion at the {.;!c,:L·:;',Bhop, 

two-thirds agreed that agency experience was less important than academic 

background. Among the four yeaJ.'1 college group, only 4()% initially agreed 

that academic training was more important than agency experience for a four 

year colJ.ege instructor; afte:D the Workshop, the number who agreed rose to 

over 8096. 

In discussions around these issues? the view T • iely expressed was that 

one of the major problems in the development of correctional programs in higher 

education was a lack of qualified faculty. This problem was cited in terms of: 

the dearth of qualified facult'y, the difficulty of locating qualified faculty 

Who did exist, and the need to increase financial resources to attract faculty. 

An important dimension of the discussion turned on the definition of quali-
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, 

fied faculty, particularly as it related to agency experience. The point 

was TIEde repeatedly that fe~\T pe'2sons were available currently who were 

academically trained specifically in criminal justice areas" and thus 

agency experience had a lIB.jor role in the definition of "qualified" as it 

stood at present. This condition may change as more individuals leave 

graduate schools with degrees in crd.minal justice, but for the moment the 

concern for "practical experience" in lieu of academic traiLning was consider-

able. A danger which exists is that criminal Justice programs can become 

increasingly isolated from the other academic disciplines in colleges and uni-

versities unless st~ps are taken to avoid it. A great deal will depend upon 

the skill arId inclination of present faculty members to interact with these 

other disciplines. Much will also depend upon the ability of the criminal 

justice field to pPOduce qualified persons with appropriate academic certi

fication to take teaching and research roles in the future. 

A key issue in attracting qualified staff are salaries w~ch are avail-

able. Foster, in his study, gathered infoY'IIB.t6ion of the starting salaries 

of new faculty hired over a three year period in community colleges, senior 

colleges and universities. During the three year period studied, the com

munity colleges hired 179, full time faculty members and the senior colleges 

and universities hired 206 full time faculty members. 

There was a general increase in starting salaries paid newly hired facul t"y 

ewer the tJ1i:,ee years on which the data were collected. In 1970-71 the sa1l.:ar

ies paid ranged from a low of $7,610 to a high of $12,454. In 1972-73 the 

salari~) ranged from $9,000 to $17,500. In general, salary levels were re

lated to degree held and c..lthough field eX}Jerience was often expected, it did 

not have any substantial effect on salaries paid new faculty. The same held 

true for teaching experience. Foster also found that starting salaries for 

crirni.nal justice faculty were comparable to salaries paid nationally to other 
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disciplines in higher educatio~. 

Attitudes of Faculty 

As part of the Workshop process, an attempt was made to measure the 

attitudes of the participants toward correctional education and towards the 

correctional system in gene.J:'al. Before and aftElr the Workshop, participants 

were asked to respond to statements relating to the operation of the criminal 

justice system. The purpose was to gain some understanding of how this 

group of faculty from across the United States felt about important issues 

in their field of study and the direction of correctional education in col-

leges and universities. The resultant data 'iV'ere "fed back" to participants 

and faculty and were used extensively in the discussions which ensued at the 

Workshop. 

a. Goals of the leg~ system as 'it ~erates 

In this area, Workshop participants were asked to rank a series of 

possible goals of our legal system. T'ney were asked to rank: in order of 

importance eight goals of the system based upon the significance with WhiCh 

they viewed them for the operation of our legal system. The goal viewed as 

rrost significant was ranked as 111"'. The goal viewed as least significant 

was ranked as 118". Table 5 ShOl-iS the avera.ge ranking given by the Work

shop participants before the DNO week pro~ began. 

There was a significant agoeement between representatives from the two 

year programs and the four year programs on the relative ordering of the goals 

of the legal system before the Workshop. Both groups agreed on which goals 

Here curong the top three, the-ugh they cl,iffered in their rankings of first and 

second. The two year g-,.roup ranked "to imlXlse appropriate punishment on offen

ders ll as first, whereas the four year group ranked it second. The ranking of 
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TABLE 5 

Goals of the legal system ranked by Workshop participants 

Pre Workshop 

To forbid broad limits of tolerance for deviant or non
conforming conduct. 

To impose appropriate ~unishment on offenders. 

To give specific and fair warning of conduct subject to 
criminal sanctions. 

To encourage the development and implementation of fair 
and equitable practices by criminal justice agencies. 

To deal with offenders so as to reduce the probability of 
their future law violations. 

To assure that criminal justice system personnel comply 
with the law. 

To maintain broad limits of tolerance for deviant or non
conforming conduct. 

To deal with offenders with the least degree of state inter
vention possible in their lives. 

High = 1 
LDw = 8 

Average 
Ranking 

2.1 

3.5 

3.9 

1+.6 

4.9 

5.2 

5.8 

6.0 

the goal of If forbidding and preventing conduct that inflicts or threatens 

harm to individual or public interests" was precisely reversed. Both groups 

ra'1ked as number three, the goal of "giving specific and fair warning of 

conduct subj ect to criminal sanctions." 

With regard to these three goals, some significant changes occurred in 

the post Workshop responses. For examDle, comnuni ty college participants 

changed their ranking of the imposition of appropriate punishment from first 

to fifth; while the four year college participants changed the rank of this 

item from second to seventh. Tne comnunity college participants also lowered 
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the rank of "givings~~cific and fair warning of conduct subject to criminal 

sanctions" from third to seventh. 

Both groups tended to see the goal of encouraging "the deV'elopment and 

implementation of fair and equitable practices by criminal justice agencies" 

at~ oore significant in their post Workshop responses. 'Thecorrrrnuni ty college 

participants also raised the ranking of the goal dealing "with offenders so 

as to reduce the probability of their future law violations." 

Before the Workshop, the participants ranked punishm,ent very high as a 

primary goal of our legal system as it now operates, i.e. to see that offen

ders received their just deserts. 'This goal dropped near the bottom of their 

lists after the Workshop. Also, after the Workshop, "encouraging and devel

Opi.l1g fair practices" and "dealing with offenders to reduce the probability 

of their future law violations" were viewed as major goals. 

b. Trends in Law, Corrections and Manpower 

A second set of questions were asked of participants before and after 

the Workshop relating to themes which appeared to be particularly important. 

The responses were used as part of the evaluatioll process of the Workshop. 

Additionally, they were used in the program as information which was rrade 

available to the participants for their consideration during relevant sessions. 

Participants were asked to respond to these particular questions in two 

ways: they were first asked to rank on a scale of 1 to 5 (from least to most) 

how desirable a particular trend such as community based corrections appeared 

to them. 'They were next asked, ignoring the desirability of a particular 

trend, to estirrate the probable impact of the trend in the next five years. 

A scale of 1 to 5 ( from little to high) was again employed. 

_ ...• _----_ .. _ .. _-----------------------
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1) Trends in CorrectL~1s 

In this section, s0veral sets of questions were asked about partici-

pants' views on correctional practice and trends. Table 6 below sUIIllTB.I'izes 

the data on this section. Among the items which participantswere asked to 

respond were questions relating me the "merger of correctional agencies and 

services into single statewide super-agenciesll and lithe expansion of com-

TABLE 6 

Trends in Corrections 

Trends 

The decreasing use of incarceration as a 
cr:iminal sanction (and increased use of 
measures like release on recognizance). 

The expansion of corrununi ty based and 
community run corrections. 

The increased willingness to recognize 
and even encourage divergent values and 
lifestyles in correctional settings. 

Merger of correctional agencies and ser
vices into single statewide "super-
agencies." 

The increasing demand for llEXimum security 
facilities and preventive detention for 
certain classes of offenders. 

The increased use of computers as well 
as electronic and chemical control devices 
in the correctional process to minimize 
deviance. 

High = 5 
Low = 1 

Desirability 
Of Occurrence 

4.8 

4.6 

4.4 

2.9 

2.3 

2.1 

Probable 
Impact 

3.7 

4.1 

2.8 

3.6 

3.2 

3.2 

muni i:yl ;hii3ed and corrununi ty run corrections." Although merger of correctional 

agencies was viewed by Workshop participants as f~irly likely to impact on 

the system over the next five years (rank = 3. 6), such a trend was not con

sidered to .)e particularly desirable (rank = 2.9). There was some agreement 
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between two and four year schools about the likelihood of impact, but two 

year schools saw mergel' as far less desirable than did four year schools. 

Two year schools gave a rank of 2.4 compared with the rank of 3.3 given by 

four year schools. 

Workshop participants predicted that overn:the next five years the trend 

toward expansion of cormnunity corrections is quite likely to have a con-

siderable impact on the correctional system (rank = 4.1). Such a trend was 

also seen as highly desirable (rank = 4.6). The desirabili t: :,a.nks of this 

and the prior question on merger are congruent with one another; cormnuni ty 

control is more desirable than is centralization. Concerning the likelliliood 

of impact, there is iLess congruence. Trends toward cormnuni ty control and. 

centralization are both ranked as at least moderately likely to impact the 

system over the next five years. 

PariiG!ipants were also asked to rate the "decreaHing use of incarcera

tion as a criminal sanction (and an increased use of measure such as release 

on recognizance)" and the "increasing derrand for llE.ximum security facilities 

and preventive detentIon for certain C!lasses of offenders." The decreasing 

use of incarceration was considered to be a highly desiDable trend (rank = 

4.8) and likely impact of this trend was ranked in the higr. intermediate 

range (rank = 3. 7). While a desirability rank cf 2.3 was given the trend 

toward the increasing derrand for maximum security facilities, the likelihood 

of impact rank fell in the intermediate ra';J.ge (rank = 3.2). It appears that 

While decarceration was viewed as a highly desirable goal and likely to im

pact upon clients of the system, participants.expected maximum security faci

lities to continue to be used for certain classes of offenders. 

A third pair of trends in correcti0ns related to responses to deviance. 

Here the particlLpants 'Vlere asked to rate the following i terns : "'The increased 

I I 
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use of computers as well as electronic and chemical control devices in the 

correctional process to minimize deviance" and liThe increased wil:lingness to 

recognize and even encourage divergent values and lifestyles in correctional 

settings. " The minimization of deviance through use of "technology" was con-

sidered by participants to be quite undesirable. It received the lowest 

desirability rating (rank = 2.1). Yet participants did not consider it un-

likely that such technology would influence the correctional system over the 

next five, years (rank = 3.2). On the other hand, while pa..r1:iciparits gave a 

high desirability rating (rank = 4.4) for the increased tolerance of deviance, 

they considered it less likely to affect the system over the next five years 

(rank = 2.8).than the less desirable trend toward the increased use of tech-

nological devices. 

In summary, fl~m the data it appears that Workshop parrTcicipants viewed 

decentralization, decarceration, the increased reliance on corrnnunity resources, 

and a trend toward greater tolerance of divergent values and lifestyles as 

greatly to be desired. However'; participants seemed somewhat less certain 

that these trends, even though desirable, would have a great deal of impact 

upon correctional systems over the next five years. 

2 ) Trends in Criminal Law 

In another section of the Workshop questionnailire, particip~ts were 

asked to indicate what they felt to be the likely impact and desirability 

of certain trends in selected legal process in the next five years. Table 7 

on the following page, corresponds to this section. 

There were two i terns dealing ~.,:ri th the scope of criminal law. One in

volved the increased use of the criminal law in areas such as pollution and 

racial discrimination, and the other involved the decriminalization of vic

timless crimes such as drug abuse and sexual behavior. Workshpp participants 

saw the trend toward the first use of criminal law as moderately desirable 
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TABLE 7 

Trends in Criminal law 

Trends 
Desirability 
of Occurrence 

The increased use of discretion to divert 
the offender from the criminal justice 
system at the earliest possible time. 

The increasing utilization of judicial 
appeals to insure fairness within correc
tional systems. 

The increased reliance on due process as 
a check on the exercise of arbitrary dis
cretion. 

The decriminalization of "victimless crimes" 
such as drug use and sexual behavior. 

The increasing utilization of the ombudsman 
concept to insure fairness within the 'cor
rectional systeJ11s.· 

Increasing lse of criminal law' for so.cial 
welfare pliL'poses such as pollution and 
racial discrimination. 

High = 5 
LDw = 1 

4.7 

4.4 

4.3 

4.2 

4.1 

3.3 

Probable 
Impact 

3.8 

4.0 

3.7 

3.7 

3.1 

3.6 

(rank = 3.3) and the likely irrfluence of this trend over the next five years 

was given a rank slightly higher (impact rank = 3.6). The decriminalization 

of "victimless crimes" was viewed by participants as a quite desirable 

trend (rank = 4-. 2) • However, they were slighrJ.'Y less sanguine about the 

probability of a trend toward decriminalization inflliuencing the correctional 

system in the near future (rank: = 3. 7) • 

Another set of items dealt with the use of discretion in the criminal 

justice system. One item focused on the increased reliance on due process 

as a check on the exercise of arbitrary discretion; the other involved the m

creased use of discretion to divert the offender from the criminal justice 

system at the earliest possible time. The reliance on due process as a con-
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trol mechanism was viewed as highly desirable by Workshop participants 

(rank = 4.3) and there was the expectation that this trend is likely to have 

an intermediate to high level of effect on the system (rank = 3. 7) . The use 

of discretion to achieve diversion from the system received the highest 

desirability rank of all trends discussed in this section (rank = 4.7). Two 

year schools gave this trend an extremely high ranking of 4. 9 as compared 

with the rank: of 4.6 given by four year schools. But with respect to likely 

impact, the rankings were dra.rratically reversed. Four year schools gave a 

likelihood of impact score of 4.2 while two year schools gave a si@1ificantly 

lower likelihood of impact score of 3.3. The reasons ,for this pessimism 

among participants from two year schools never surfaced in the Workshop. 

A third set of items dealt with methods of insuring fai~ess in the 

correctional system through judicial appeals and the use of an ornbudsIIEll1. 

Both two year schools and four year schools saw utilization of the ornbudsIIEll1 

concept as a desirable trend (ranks 4. 2 and 4 .1 respectively). Both groups, 

however, appeared far less certain that this trend would have any great in

fluence upon the system in the nea.r future. The ranks given by both groups 

weEe in the low intermediate range (3.0 for two year schools; 3. 2 for four 

year schools). Workshop participants appeared to view the use of judicial 

appeal to achieve fairness as both highly desirable (rank = 4.4) and much 

more likely than the ornbudslTB11 concept, to have an effect on the system (rank = 
4.0) . 

Surrrrrarizing responses, it ca,'1 be observed that participants viewed with 

high favor trends in the direction of decrirrdru~lization of victimless crimes, 

controlled use of discretion especially where diversion from the system is 

the goal, and use of measures to insure fairness wi ttdn the correctional sys-
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tern. The use of the cr:iminal law for social purposes was seen as moclerately 

likely, but perhaps less desirable. Decriminalization, the limited use of 

discretion and the use of judicial appeals, were all seen as likely having 

impact upon the system. The use of the ombuds!JEl1 concept was viewed by 

participants'as also desirable, but less likely to have impact. 

3) Trends in Correctional Manpower 

Finally, participants were asked to respond to a set of questions which 

related to trends in manpower development. The discussion of their responses 

corresponds to Table 8 on the following page. Two of the questions asked 

concerned professionalization "through increased education and training re-

quirements" and the use of "para-professionals including offenders and ex-

offenders." Professionalization was seen as highly desirable by Workshop 

participants (rank = 4.9). Two and four year schools were in very high 

agreement concerning both desirability and likelihood of impact. Two year 

schools gave this trend a desirability ranking of 5. 0 . Four year schools 

gave a ranking of 4. 8 . Likelihoocl of impact ranking fell. in the high,inter

mediate range (rank = 3.9). FoUl:' year schools gave this a very high likelihood 

of impact ranking of 3.9 with two year schools close behind at 3. 8 • 

The question concerning the trend toward increased use of para-profes~ 

sionals rec8ived higher desirability rankings from two year schools (rank = 

If.9) than from four year schools (rank = 4.3). However, ranking the likeli

hood of impact, the two and four year schools showed closer agreement, 3. 6 

for the two year schools and 3.4 for the four year schools. 

The next two questions concerned: 1) the possible trend toward unions 

and seniority to exclude from corrections and cr:i.minal justice "persons out

side the profession," and 2) the "development of cririci.nal justice generalists." 

The use of unionization and seniority as exclusionary devices was viewed as 
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TABLE 8 

Trends in Manpower Development 

Desirability 
Trends of Occurrence 

--------------~~-----------------------
The professionalization of correctional per
sonnel through increased education and' 
training requirements. 

The increased use of para-professionals 
including offenders and ex-offenders at 
all stages of the correctional process. 

The development of criminal justice gen
eralists sufficiently skilled to move across 
agency lines (eg. from police to corrections). 

The development of detailed pl~cedures for 
dealing with labor-management problems by 
correctional administrators including se
quenced steps for the resolution of a 
grievances and an appeal procedure. 

The enactment by legislation of prohi
bitions against work stoppages and job 
action protests by correctional workers. 

The increased use of unionization and the 
seniority system effectively closing cer
tain correctional and other crimiruU 
justice jobs to persons outside the profession. 

High = 5 
Low = 1 

4.9 

4.6 

4.0 

4.4 

2.2 

1.3 

Probable 
Impact 

3.9 

3.5 

3.0 

3.6 

2.9 

3.3 

very undesirable (rank = 1.3). However, a trend in this direction was 

nevertheless seen as having some likely impact upon the correctional system 

during the next five years. The development of criririnal justice generalists 

was ranked as highly desirable (rank = 4.6), However, the likelihood of 

this trend influencing corrections was ranked very much lower at 3. 0 . Two 

and four year schools were very close in agreement on this rank. 

The! last two questions in the manpower area addressed the issue of labor 

relations. The questions dealt with the use of legislation to prohibit "work 
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stoppages and job action protests by ("!orTectional workers" and "the devel

opment of detailed procedures for dealing with labor-management problems." 

The prohibit6~ use of legislation received a relatively low desirability 

ranking of 2. 2 . The l~:elihood of impact was higher at 2. 9 . The develop

ment of detailel.d procedures for dealing with labor-management problems was 

seen as highly desirable (rank = 4.4). The likelihood of this trend received 

a high intermediate rank (rank = 3.6). 

In general, it appears that participants viewed as highly desirable 

trends :in the direction of professionalization, the training of criminal',jus-

tic8 generalists and the development of labor relations guidelines. P~ti

cipants viewed these desirable trends as also likely to impact the system 

over the next five years. The use of unions and seniority systems to accom-

plish exclusion and the enactment of prohibitory legislation in the labor 

relations area. were considered undesirable. Both were considered as: rnode!"-

ately likely to impact corrections systems in the next five years. 

Summary of Section 

In this brief survey, a m.uriber of dimensions of stUdents and faculties 

t-Jel'e scaled. For example, the student bodies of criminal justice programs 

were found to consist not only of practitioners taking courses in colleges 

and universities, but were made up as well of a significant percentage of 

students who were not so employed. On the whole, cr:i.miF.la1 justice programs 

tended to be more heavily dominated by police concerns rather than cOrTections 

although there are severel important exceptions to that generalization. And 

the oft expressed fear that providing education to in-service practitionens 

will simply provide the means by which they will leave the field, ,finds lit

tle to support it. In-service students tend to stay in the field after. 
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graduation and a large number of pre-service students seek to enter it. 

The data wi'i:!h respect to faculty confirms a good deal of conventional 

wisdom. The proportion of full time faculty is much larger in four year 

programs than in two as is the percentage of faculty holding the Ph.D. 

Slightly more than a third of faculty members in four year programs held 

.'-"---~'~'~"':--" 

the doctorate, less than 5% in two year programs • With respect to experience, 

the situation was precisely reversed. 
, 

A measure of some of the attitudes of participants in the Workshop indi-

cated that by and large this group of educators favored a decreasing use 

of incarceration and an increased reliance on community corrections. They 

supported the development of procedures to extend greater due process pro-

tection to offenders and, in what may be a paradox to some, also advocated a 

greater use of discretion by decision rrBkers. While these educators not un

expectedly favored a-professionalization of the corrections field by increased 

educational experiences for employees, they also opted for a greater use of 

para-professionals and offenders in con."ectional programs. How this set of 

attitudeR and combination of students and faculty mix together to produce a 

curriculum which is perceived as being relevant and visible, is the sUbject 

of the next section. 
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III . Participant Programs and Curricula 

The curriculum approaches of the institutions represented at the 

Workshop varied a great deal, and the strong opinions expressed by many 

participants as to the merits of their own programs lent a great deal of 

flavor to· the discussions. In this section we shall attempt to review at 

least some of the positions expressed. 

In examining materials dealing with the origins and development of 

their programs, which were supplied by each participant institution before 

the Workshop rmd analyzed in various ways for presentation to the partici-

pants, it became apparent that many started as certificate programs in law 

enforcement or police science. On the strength of the success of these more 

specialized programs and with the advent of a systems perspective to the 

field of criminal justice, these programs expanded their offerings toward 

a more general approach. Within this general "crmnal justicetrCTUbric, 

specializations were offered in law enforcement or police science and cor-

rections. 

It also appears from the background materials that the development of 

cor>rectional elements in these programs was often the result of an interest 

expr>essed by correctional agencies. And, since these correctional educa

tion progr>arns were rather new, and agencies were being serviced by them, 

correctional training officers were sometimes involved in their curriculum 

plarming. The upgrading of in-service personnel and the easing of access 

to the various cOr'r'ectional agencies were o:ftt:en the stated purposes of these 

new cOr'l:'ectional education programs. In fact, at a few schools it was nec

essary for the prospective student to meet the minimuffi entrance requirements 

for> particular state 0orrectional agency jobs to be eligible to enter the 

program as a pre-service student. 
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As shown earlier, the academic administrative units, within which the 

correctional education programs represented at the Workshop were situated, 

varied from Behavioral Science, Public Administration, and Criminal Justice 

Administration. Laying aside these fOI"l1E.l titles, however , it appears in 

operational terms, the correctional education programs taking pa~t in the 

Workshop could be generally classified under one of three headings: Crimi-

nal Justice Administration, Correctional Administration and Human Services. 

a) Criminal Justice Administration 

Schools whose programs could have been placed in this category treated 

corrections in one of several ways. 'Thus, corrections might be dealt with 

in several general introductory classes, as were other components of the 

criminal justice system: the police, the courts, and the prosecutor. After 

these basic courses were covered, more specifically "correct1.onal" courses 

were offered. Fl~m the course descriptions of the programs participating in 

,the Workshop, it appeared that many of the introductory courses dealing with 

"corrections," focused pr:i.rrarily on organization structure and technical 

functions. It was argued that this approach gave the student a broad perspec-

tive with which to view corrections and was quite appropriate for the stu-

dents in this type of program who were more often than not line correctional 

officers. The curriculum for an A.A. degree in Correctional Administration 

from Auburn Corranunity College in N~w York, shown on the next page, is an ex-

ample of this type of program. 

Closely allied to this approach was a perspective represented at the 

\vorkshop which dealt prjm,:u->ily with public administration, organizationa.l 

analysis, and m:mageIrent techniques. Here, the student received training in 

general administrative principles and subsequently applied them to .the pro

blems within the crlrninal justice system (corrections being one area of 
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Criminal Justice/Correctional CUT'r'iculum 
Two Yea.r Level 

Department 

Criminal Justice III 
Criminal Justice 112 

Criminal Justice 113 
Criminal Justice 115 
Criminal Justice 117 
Crllninal Justice 121 
Criminal Justice 211 
Criminal Justice 213 

Deparbnent 

English 101-102 
English 221 or 222 
Mathematics and/or 

Science 
Political Science 
Psychology 101 
Sociology 101 
Behavioral Science 
Elective 

Major Field 

Course Hours 

Inb:x)duction to Criminal Justice................ 3 
Organization and Administl~ation of Criminal 

Justice .... II •••••••••••• IJi ••••••••••••••••• " • •• 3 
C:r>inrinology • ., ......................... , . • . • . . • . .. 3 
Correction and Criminal Law .••.•••••••••..•.••.• 3 
Juvenile Delinquency: Treatment and Control. • . .• 3 
Insti t. Treatment of Cri.riullrtals I .......•... :.... ~1 
Case Studies in Criminal Behavior ....•.•..•..... 3 
Probation and Parole ....... ".... . . . . . . . . • . . . " . . .. 3 

Total ...... ." ....... 24 

Non-Major Courses 

Course Hours 

Freshman F~glish I and 11 ••.••.•...•...••....... 6 
Effective Speech .......... " ... " .•....... , ......... 3 

Electives .... " ................... , ...... " .. . . . . . .. 6 
Elective ............................ ' . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 3 
Prirl. of Ht.:J.Jn3.Tl Behavior.......... . . .. .............. 1~ 3 
Inu'Oductory Sociology .•..•••..•..••...•....••. ,' 3 
Electives ... ~ , ..................................... ~I 6 

6 

Total. • . . . . . . . • • • .. 36 

specialization). These programs aim at developing management level per~ 

sonnel, and providing their students with the skills necessary to make cor

rections and other system components more efficaent, better able to handle 

and to initiate changes in their operation. Typically, these kinds of pro-. , 
grams are at the four year and graduate level. Thetcourses offered at the 

SchOOl of Public Administration at the University of Southern California 

are a good example of this type of program. 

A third approach to correctional educatioTl within the context of the 

crintinal justice system focused on the "correctional function." Here the 
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legislature and po1ice (and not just the courts, probation services!1 cor

rectional institutions and parole services) were viewed as having a part in 

the "correctional function" of the criminal justice system. This approach 

differs from the two approaches discussed above, in that it places heavy 

stress(on the processes whereby each system component affects the COrTeC-

tional process, rather than emphasizing the structural or cdrninistrati ve as

pects of these components. The requir€ITlent for a B.A. degree cit Portland 

State University with a major in the Administration of Justice and'a correc-

tional specialization illustrates this approach with its heavy concentration 

of basic introductory material with a general systems emphasis: 

Department 

Criminal Justice/Correctional Curriculum 
Four Year Level 

Core Courses Required for Major 

Course Credits 

AJ 111, 112, 113 Introduction to Administration of Justice ......... 9 
AJ 334 
AJ 444, 445 
AJ 451 
AJ Electives 
Soc. 204, 205 
Soc. 337 
Soc. 370 
Soc. 416 
Soc. 417 
Psy. 204 
Psy. 318 
Psy. 434 

Deparrtment 

f.J 317, 318 
AJ 454 
AJ Electives 
Soc. 463, 464 
Psy. 350 

Prevention and Control of Crime in Urban Areas.. . 3 
CriIn:i.nal law Process ••.• It ............ It ~ •• It • • • • • • • •• 6 
Cr:i.rn:i.nal law: .. The Defense Side .........•..•. :.... 3 

,6 
Ge,neral Sociologyr It It •• It ••••• "' " It ••••• ~ • • • • .. • • • • • • • •• 6 
t1inot'li ty Gruups •.••..•.•••.••.•...••.••. " •• It •• It "to ... 3 
Sociologyr of DeviaIlce ..... " ........................ !.' 3 
Juvenile Delinquency.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
Criminologyr ........................... It ••• , •••• III • • •• 3 
Psychologyr as a Social Science ...•.••.•.•.•.••.... 5 
Applied Psychology ...•.....•.....•... ': • • • . . . • .. . . ... 3 
Abnornal Psycholog;,r ................... , .......... " ... : 3· . . -. . 

• 
'TotaJ, ........ :. '. • •. 56 

Corrections Option 

Course Creditp 

Correctional Strategies: Thee.ries and Research. . .. 6....· 
Community Based Treatment of,Offenders ..•......... ~. 

.: 3 ' 
Correctional and Thef..repeut~c Corrununi ties. ' .. 'e' ::: ":~ •• :'~\ ~6 
C 1 · .' .. "'r 3 oun.se ~ •••• ,.., •••••• , ................ " ••• , II ......... '''. '_,_, 

,¥" 
Total ..... ., ......... '. 21 
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The proponents of this approach argued that it has the advantage of 

bringing together all criminal justice componfmts for the analysis of a 

common problem such as the identification of the "dangerous offender" or> ap-

propriate methods of dealing with a case in the corrmuni ty. In this way , it 

seeks to integrate the various crdminal justice agencies, rather than 

treating each as a set of discrete entities. This approach appears to have 

as its target the development of criminal justice generalists with a correc-
\ 

tions emphasis, with the hope that the beneficiaries of such training would 

be able to move across agency lines and would be of special value in the 

areas of criminal justice research and planQing related to corrections. 

b) Correctional Administration 

This view of correctional education differ>s from those discussed 

above in that it only peripherally dealt with cort~ctions within the context 

of the overall criminal justice system. The A.A. degree program at Holyoke 

Community College in Massachusetts exemplifies this approach. 

The relatively heavier stress on "correctional" courses in this cur-

riculum was apparent. While the introductolY course which appeared in these 

types of programs seemed to be the equivalent of that offered in the rrore gen

erel criminal justice system programs, missing were courses dealing with other 

components. This type of program tended to substitute courses speoifioally 

designed to deal with the areas of oorrectional oounselD1g, interviewing and 

case evaluation. Other oourses focused on speoial "treatment" prooesses appli

cable to both juvenile and adult offenders in institutional and non-institu

tional settings. It might be reasonable to surmise that the emphasis given 

counseling and probation and parole teohniques was designed to provide a 

line offioer taking suoh oourses with the skills neoessary for advaRoemerit. 

Such advanoement would move him from the oustodial ranks to the more "pro

fessional" ran.1.cs of oorreotional treatment personnel. 
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Correctional Administrative Curriculum 
'TWo Year Level 

First Year 

Subject 

Eng. 101 - Introduction to Language and Li terattU'e I 
Soc. 110 - Introduction to Sociology 
Gvt. 110 - American National Government 
Pls. 111 - Criminal Law 
Pls. 103 - Introduction to Corrections 

Eng. 102 - Introduction to Language and Literature II 
Soc, 114· - Social Problems 
Gvt. 120 - State and Local Government 
Pls. 117 - Criminology 
Psy. 110 - Introduction to Psychology 

Second Year 

Laboratory Science 
Psy. 116 - Human Development 
Spe. 110 - Fundamentals of Speech 
Pls. 211 - Probation and Parole Practices 
Pls. 221 - Prevention and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency 

Laboratory Science 
Soc. 210 - Human Relations 
Pls,. 222 - Correctional Counseling 
Pls. 212 - Principles of Correctional Administration or 
Pls. 221+ - Special Problems of Misdemeanants 
Pls. 214 - Contemporary Practice in Corrections 

Semester 
Idours 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

15 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

15 

4 
3 
2 
3 
3 

15 

4 
3 
3 

3 
3 

16 

The correctional administration approach seems a:iJned at increasing 

the awareness of the in-service student and the pre-service student of the 

workings of correction and to provide job skills which might improve his 

ability to function within the "treatment" orientation of a correctional 

agency. 

c) Human Services 

Another approach to correctional education represented at the Workshop 

was aimed at developing "generalists" who are part of a larger hunan service 
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field. These generalists are not trained to move across criminal justice 

agencies, but rather across the various "people helping" professions. In 

these programs "change" or treatment strategies provide the base upon which 

education takes place. Courses in these programs attempt to increase the 

individual stUdent's personal competencies. These are translated in turn 

into various human service occupations such as corrections, mental health, 

education and drug rehabilitation. The curriculum mor the A.A. degree as a 

Human Service Generalist with a correctional interest at the College of 

DuPage in Illinois ifulustrates quite clearly this approach: 

Human Service Curriculum 
'IWo Year Level 

First Quarter Cr. Hrs. 
H.S. 100 Survey of Human 

Service Systems 5 
H.S. 110 Think Tank 1 
Ed. 110 or Sociology 290 3-5 

General Education Elective 5 
14-16 

Second Quarter 
H.S. 110 Think Tank 1 
H.S. 111 Group Dynamics II 5 
H.S. 113 Empathy Lab 5 

General Education Elective 5 
16 

Third Quarter 
H.S. 110 Think Tank ' 1 
H.S. 112 Group Dynamics II 5 
H.S. 120 Culture and Insti- .. 

tutions of ~1inorities 3 
H. S. 210 Applied Corrununi ty 

Organization 3 
General Education Elective 5 

17 

. Fourth Quartt::r 
H.S. 110 Think Tank 
H.S. 299 Field Experience 

Cr. fIrs. 
1 
5 

Eng. 101 (Technical Communication) 
H.S. 114 Contemporary lreatment 

3 

Approaches 
General Education Elective 

Fifth Quarter 
H.S. 110 Think Tank 
H.S. 299 Field Experience 
H.S. 200 Survey of Juvenile 

Justice System 
General Education Elective 

Sixth Quarter 
H.S. 110 Think Tank 
H.S. 299 Field Experience 

General Education Elective 

Recorrunended Electives 

3 
5 

17 

1 
5 

5 
5 

16 

1 
5 

10 
16 

H.S. 101 Corrununity Service 3 
H.S. 115 Behavior Modification 3 
H.S. 116 Methods of Intervention 5 
H.S. 121 Cross Cultural Communi-

cation 3 
H.S. 220 Organization for Treat-

ment 3 
IT 
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One aspect of these programs which is of particular interest is that 

few correctional administration or other criminal justice courses as such 

are offered. The goal is to produce individuals with effectiveness in the 

human relations skills believed necessary to achieve the rehabilitative 

ideals of corrections, rather than increase the student's knowledge of 

criminal justice or corrections. 

Aralysis of Participant Curricula 

Prior to the Workshop, all participants provided their college caTalogs 

and outlines of courses offered in the areas of criminal justice and cor-

rections. The catalogs were examined and it appeared that courses could 

be divided into eight areas according to content: 1) Criminal Justice Ad-

ministration, 2) Correctional Administration, 3) Juvenile Justice Adminis-

tration, 4) Institutional Treatment,S) Probation and Parole, 6) Gounseling, 

7) law, 8) Theories of Criminal Behavior. The number of courses offered in 

each of these areas was determined for both two year colleges and four year 

cplleges. Table 2 presents the results of this examination. 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 

V. 
VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

TABLE 2 

Two Year Schools Four Year Schools 
Course Cate~ory Freguency Percent F'reguency 

Criminal Justlce Administration 3 5% 14 
Correctional Administration 18 27% 12 
Juvenile Justice Administration 6 9% 6 
Institutional Treatment 4 6% 6 
Probation and Parole 9 14% 8 
Counsel:Lng 12 17% 
law 8 12% 17 
Theories of Criminal Behavior 6 10% 3 

66 100% 66 

Several points seem apparent: 

1) A much higher percentage of the courses offered at four year 

institutions employed criminal justice offerings than did 

the two year colleges: 21% to 5%; . 

Percent 
21% 
18% 

9% 
9% 

12% 

26% 
5% 

100% 
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, 
2) Corronuni ty colleges showed a higher proportion of courses re-

lated to specific areas of correctional concern than do the 

four year colleges; 

3) Corronunity colleges showed a heavier emphasis on counseling 

courses, while such courses may have been offered by other 

deparbnents, no four year programs participating in the 

Workshop listed such courses in the curricula nor required 

such courses for a major; 

4) The four year programs showed a much higher percentage of 

courses in the law area than did the corronuni ty colleges. 

A Workshop participant, Lawrence McCurdy, completed a special study pub

lished in a companion volume. l He summarized the curricula of 34 associate 

of art degrE'e programs in corrections, and found that corrections courses 

in these programs made up about 25% of all courses available to students, 

with another 12% from law, criminal justice system and law enforcement areas 

combined. He also found that only 4% of the courses offered dealt with the 

"system" perspective, a conclt:.sion which supportstthe inference drawn from 

this survey of the 10 corronuni ty colleges. Apparently the correctional educa-
" 

tion programs as they now exist, are rather specialie:ed at the corranuni ty 

college level and the "system" perspective of corrections in a criminal jus

tice setting tends to be located in the four year and graduate program. 

One explanation offered for these differences is that the community col

lege is much more vocationally oriented than the four year school and its 

curriculum tends to be JIUlch more job specific. Several Workshop partici

pants from four year colleges argued that their programS were also vocation

ally relevant, but that they saw cilifferent materials as relevant. In order 

lLa~nce McCurdy, "A Representative Curriculum from Two Year Correction 
Programs in Corranuni ty and Junior Colleges in the United States," Selected 
Papers from the Workshop for Correctional Educators in Colleges and Univer
sities, School of Criminal Justice, SUNY, Albany, New York, 1974. 
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to explore these and other differences between two and four year programs, 

a series of questions about the functions of higher education in this field 

were posed to Workshop participants. The answers given to these questions 

before the Workshop were collected and made available to participants. Dis-

cuss ions on the higher education functions and the appropriateness of var-

ious types of curricula were among some of the most keenly debated at the 

Workshop. 

The questionnaire used in this section was adapted from the general 

concepts developed in Higher Education Programs in Law Enforcement and Cri

minal Justice by Charles W. Tenny, Jr., a report prepared for the National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice in 1971. InIthis mono-

graph Tenny examined 28 criminal justice curriculum development projects. 

He also presented a typology which divided these programs into three groups 

according to their rrajor emphasis: training, profess':'onal and social sci

ence. The differences am::mg these emphases are defined ]::-," Tenny as follows: 1 

Training Curriculum: is devoted to " ... the mastery 
and application of particular rules, " ... the develop-
ment of particular mechanical skills, or skill in the 
performance of particular rnEUieuvers concerning which 
little or no discretion is involved." 

Professional Curriculum: is devoted to the " ••• devel
opment of internalized standards of behavior, objec
tively determined on the basi~ of agreed upon goals; 
directed toward the achievement of an awaren3SS and 
understanding of alternative methods of achieving 
these goals depending on varying sets of circumstances." 

Social Science Curriculum: " ••• designed to teach about 
a particular subj ect ••• fI " ••• they are not directed 
specifically to preparation for work in the area studied, 
although they may be offered as appropriate and even 
necessary 'backgrounu' ...;':Udy' for ••. professional prepar
ation." 

1Tenny , s definitions of these' categories are not mut .. ally exclusive. A 
given curriculum and courses within that curriculum may fall int(") one 
category or another depending on the objectives of the course or curriculum 
(eg. train workers or increased awareness through the study of an issue) as 
well as on the content of the course itself (eg. a state penal code or 
conunentaries from legal periodicals). 
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A questionnaire was developed which allowed participants to express 

their preferences for the three types of curricula Tenny described as 

measured by a series of questions designed to tap attitude in specific 

areas. Participants were asked to distribute ten points among three alter

native responses presented in different content areas. Each alternative 

was designei to reflect one of 'fenny I s types. The content areas dealt 

with: a) the relationship of c\.lITiculum to students, b) cl1I'r"iculum objec

tives, c) offender classification, and d) the law. The individual scores , 

for each of the three alternatives in each question was sunID1ed and a total 

score for each of the cl1I'r"iculum approaches was obtained. This was done 

on both the pre and post Workshop questionnaire. 

From the participants' responses, it was clear that Whatever the "back-

home ll required cl1I'r"iculum, the particiJ?ants at the Workshop :pretev,(led 

to place a great deal of emphasis on the social smience and professional 

approaches, and somewhat less emphasis on a training approach. Further, 

the post-Workshop responses show a drop in the appropriateness of training 

in correctional education programS in colleges and universities and a fairly 

definite increase in the appropriateness of the social science perspective. 

There were, of Qourse, differences in this pattern between two year and 

four year programs. 

1. Community College Instructors' Views of Their Programs 

I 

I 
J 
" 

i 
~ 
\ . 

Table 3 on the following page shows the distributicm of responses '\ 

from the participants at the Workshop who were from two year programs. In 

general, the summary in this table indicates that the Workshop participants 

representing community colleges saw each of the curriculum types as having 

some degree of appropriateness to their level of e~ucation. Keeping in mind 

the relatively small percentage of full-time faculty involved in these pro- r 
grams, to develop and implement such a diversified curriculum is obviously 

.,;.' 
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a difficult task. 

TABLE 3 

Views of Community College Instructors 

1. A PROGRAM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS SHOULD: 

(T) Enhance correctional worker>s skills so they can more 
ably per>fonn their job tasks. 

(P) Attract and p:repare young persons for careers in 
cor>rections. 

(S) Attract the brightest and best persons into the 
. study of problems in corrections. 

2. CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION SHOULD: 

(T) Prepare workers to perform functions :required in a 
.. correctional setting. 

(P) Provide the tools for> improving interpersonal :rela
tions in order to mo:re appropr>iately rnculage problems 
of human behaviOr> in correctional settings. 

(S) Provide a systemic study of the institutions of con
temporary corrections and their ramifications. 

3. A CORRECTIONAL CURRICULUM SHOULD INCLUDE: 

Pre Post 

4.0 3.9 

3.9 4.3 

2.1 1.9 

3.3 

4.8 

1.9 

2.1 

4.4 

3.3 

(T) A course in prison security classification techniques. 1. 8 
(P) A course in offender> classification systems as a tool 

2.0 

3.9 
4.1 

in differential tr>eatment. 4.4 
(S) A course in abnornal psychology. 3.8 

4. THE LAW COURSES GIVEN IN A CORRECTIONAL CURRICULUM 
SHOULD FOCUS ON: 

(T) The state penal code. 
(P) Constitutional law. 
(S) The development of cr>iminal law as an instrument of 

social control. 

Cur>riculum Type 

Training 

Plx>fessional 

Social Sciences 

SUMMARY 
Pre-Workshop 

3.2 

4.2 

2.8 

3.5 2.1 
3.5 3.5 

3.3 4,4 

Post-Workshop 

2.5 

4.0 

3.4 

I 

I 
I 
t 
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In terms of pre-Workshop preferences, the p'rofessional curriculum , 

model was felt to be most appropriate in community college correctional 

education programs. 'Though the professional curricuJ.um approach remained 

in first positions in the post-Workshop questionnaire, the relative posi

tions of the training and social science approaches shifted after the Work

shop. The social science approach became the second most appropIJiate, with 

training in third position. 

'The character of the preferences indicated by the figures in Table 3 

becomes clearer when the individual items which make up the score are 

examined. With regard to question 2, which sought to measure attitudes 

about the appropriate objectives of a correctional education, community col-

lege participants evidenced a strong corrections "career" orientation in pre-

Workshop responses. 'The participru1ts felt that it was best for community 

colleges "to provide the tools for improving interpersonal relations in or-

der to more appropriately manage problems in a correctional setting." Another 

corrections career oriented statement "prepare workers to perform functions 

required in a correctional setting" received considerable support. 

After the discussions and activities of the Workshop, some changes 

in the community ~ollege instructors' attitudes toward these objectives 

were evident. They still gave "improving interpersonal skills" top prior

i ty, but the more training related i tern, "prepare workers to perform their 

functions," dropped significantly while the social science itern studying 

"institutions of contemporary corrections" gained appreciably and became 

the second priority objective. 

'The responses to the items dealing with the relationships of the 

corrununi ty correctional education program to their students, IIE.intained a 

• 
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strong training and professional orientation. !,he community college in-

structors felt it was rrore appropriate for their curTicula to "enhance 

the skills of correctional workers so they can more ably perform their' 

tasks ll and "to attract and prepare young persons for careers in correc

tions )" in both the pre and post Workshop responses. However, in both 

questions 3 and 4 they moved toward a stronger preference for a Hsocial 

science" approach in their post-Workshop responses. A course in abnormal 

psychology, for example, became slightly more important. 

In the next item relating to the law, the shift was much more JIli3X'ked. 

Prior to the Workshop, comnuni ty college participants viewed each of three 

alternative approaches in question 4as being about equally appropriate. 

The results of the post-Workshop queE!tionnaire, however, indicated a fairly 

sharp change in emphasis. The most appropriate approach to law in a com

munity college correctional curriculum was deemed to be the "development of 

criminal law as an instrument of social control. II This preference was in-

dicated despite the fact that only one of the community colleges participat

ing in the Workshop reported offering a course which mentioned.law as an 

instrument of soCial control in the course description. 

2. Four Year College Instru.ctors I Views of Their Programs 

As might be expected, the picture which emerged. from the four year 

college instructors' responses with regard to the appropriateness of var

ious approaches to cOrTectional educational curriculum for their level of 

higher education is somewhat different from that which the community college 

instructor painted regarding their programs. On all of the items, the four 

year college instructors gave items reflecting a "training" approach little 

attention. Their responses focused almost exclusively on items reflecting 

the professional and social science approaches. Table 4 on the following 

~ 
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TABLE 4 

Views of Four Year College Instructors 

1. A PROGRAM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS SHOULD: 

(T) Enhance correctional workers skills so they can 
m:Jt'e ably perform their job tasks. 

(P) Attract and prepare young persons for careers 
in corrections. 

(S) Attract the brightest and best persons into the 
study of problems in corrections. 

2. CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION SHOULD: 

(T) Prepare workers to perform functions required in 
a correctional setting. 

(P) Provide the tools for improving interpersonal re
lations in order to rrore appropriately manage 
problems of human behavior in correctional settings. 

(8) Provide a systemic study of the institutions of 
contemporary corrections and their ramifications. 

3. A CORRECTIONAL CURRICULUM SHOULD INCLUDE: 

CT) A dourse in prison security classification techniques. 
, (P) A'course in offender classification systems as a tool 

in differential treaiJnent. 
(8) A course in abnonml psycfrology. 

4. THE LAW COURSES GIVEN IN A CORREcrIONA~ CURRICULUM 
SHOULD FOCUS ON: 

(T) The state penal code. 
(P) Constitutional.law. 
(S) The' development of criminal law as an instrument 

of social control. 

Curriculum Type 

Training 

Professional 

Social Science 

SUMMARY 
Pre-Workshop 

1.8 

3.9 

4.4 

Pre Post 

2n 1.2 

2.9 3.5 

4.9 5.1 

1.2 

4.4 

4.4 

1.3 

4.8 
3.8 

2.1 
3.5 

4.4 

.8 

4.8 

4.5 

.6 

4.3 
5.2 

1.1 
4.0 

5.0 

Post-Workshop 

.9 

4.1 

4.9 

page summarizes the responses of the four year college instructors. 

Some interesting shifts occurred in the relative assessment of the 

social science and professional approaches to correctional curriculum when 

the post-Workshop responses are examined. Prior to the Workshop, ti1ese two 

approaches received fairly heavy emphasis, with the social science approach 
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being seen as the more appropriate. After parti'Cipating in the Workshop 

activities, the post-Workshop responses by participants from four year 

programs indicated an even stronger preference for the social science approach. 

The objectives of a college correctional program, question 2, as viewed 

by the four year instructors, included very little emphasis on training. 

As these instructors saw it, improving. interpersonal skills and providing 

a systematic study of the institutions of contemporary corrections were the 

most appropriate objectives of their programs. If in-service students do 
\ 

avail themselves of these programs (and as was indicated earlier 50% of the 

students in the four year programs represented at the Workshop were in

service) these instructors felt that it is not very appropriate for these 

students to be instructed in the performance of daily job tasks. 

With regard to the relationship of program to stu.:ients, as tapped in 

question 1, the four year college ~structors again emphasized their belief 

that the social science approach was most appropriate to their programs. 

Attracting bright students to the study of problems in corrections ~as seen 

as the desirable g~al. The two career oriented items were viewed as being 

less appropriate. Further, after the Workshop, there was a marked drop in 

their estimate of the value of enhancing the skills of in-service personnel in 

a four year program. Attracting and preparing young persons for careers in 

corrections was seen as even more appropriate after the Workshop than before. 

The responses to the items dealing with substantive course areas again 

reflected an emphasis on the social science and professional appraoch with 

training viewed as having little place in a four year program. An interesting 

shift did occur in the responses to the i tern concerned with approe.c.l:.es to 

the study of the offender. Prior to the Workshop, the four year instructors 
:t 
'1 viewed "offender classification as a tool in differential treatment" 
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. 
as most appropriate , with abnornal psychology as a second choice. The re .... 

sul ts of the post-Workshop questionna.ire, however, indicate that a study 

of abnormal psychology became to be the most desirable alternative. 

With regard to law in a four year program, the social science and 

professional i terns were again seen as most appropriate , with "the develop

ment of criminal law as an instrument of social control," and constitutional 

law being the specific courses. The state penal code as a focus for a law 

course was viewed as having little relevance at this level of higher educa-

tiona 

~ It lS interesting to observe that the perceived "ideal curriculum , 
'i 

i profile" for both two and four year programs tended to be shared by both 
~ 

). 

groups. Table 5 below describes the preferred curriculum profile for two and 

four year programs as seen by instructors from each level of program after 

~ the Workshop. It will be noted that there was a lTlaX'ked sirnilari ty in view 

TABLE 5 

Ratings of Type of Appropriate Curriculum 
for Two and Four Year Programs After Workshop 

Type of Programs 

Two Year Programs 

Training 

Professional 

Social Science 

Raters 

Two Year Teachers 

2.5 

4.0 

3.4 

il Four Year Programs 
~ 

1 
1 

~l 
) 

Training 2.0 

Professional 3.8 

Social Science 4.6 

Four Year Teachers 

2.7 

3.9 

3.5 

.9 

4.1 

4.9 
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about the preferred curriculum for two year coll€ges by both groups. With 

respect to four year programs, the instru~tors from two year institutions 

tended to favor a somewhat heavier "training" orientation for four year 

programs than do the instructors from those programs; however, the form of 

the overall preferred curriculum profile is similar for both. In general, 

there was a higher degree of agreement by both groups about the preferred 

type of curricula in two and four year colleges after the Workshop than be

fore it. 

It is interesting to compare these conceptions of the kind of curricu-

lurn that should be emphasized in criminal justice programs with a correc

tional perspective with the views of Lee Brown as he commented on criminal 

justice academic programs from a police perspective: 

"Professional programs of the "how-to-do-i t" type 
do not meet the needs of mdern policing. The key 
to being a good policeman in modern society is to 
understand people, self, and society. This can 
best be accomplished by developD1g criminal jus
tice curricula that are strongly oriented in the 
behavioral sciences (see Tenney, 1971).,,2 

There was apparently considerable agreement on the part of a number of the 
, ' 

educators participating in the W9rkshop t,l)at the general type of curriculum 

needed in the area of correctional education was silIDilar in ID3Ily aspects to 

that advocated by Brown for criminal justice programs focused on police 

education. 

2Lee Brown, "Police and Higher Education," Criminology, 12: 1, M3.y 1974, p. 123. 
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IV. Issues of Relationships 

Beside questions of curricula, the subject which most dominated the 

attention of the pavticipants at the Workshop for Correctional Educators 

in Higher Education was one of relationships. A theme which obviously had 

a number of aspects. For one, questions were asked about the applications 

to which one puts the specific knowledge gained in higher education to use 

; in the WOT'ld outside of academia. The relationships between the WOT'lds of 
; 
~ 

work and education are of world-wide concern. In the United States these 

issues are most sharply posed by disciplines such as criminal justice which 

can be interwoven with specific occupational roles. To what extent, parti

cipants asked, does this discipline shape its course of study to adapt to 

the vocational skills defined by the existing system? Does it have a 

change responsibility with respect to its field, and if so, how should it 

be carried out? 

Similarly, an academic discipline can be analyzed in terms of the ap

propriate content of the subj ect matter to be taught at various educational 

levels and the methods to be employed in its study. What is the prpoer scope 

and character of the literature or history studied in the freshIran year of 

college as opposed to the senior year or in graduate study? How does one 

answer such questions with respect to criminal justice and correctional edu-

cation? 

Another distinct, although clearly correlated, set of concerns relate 

to relationships within the academic corrnnunity itself. Because of the rela

tive newness of criminal justice and correctional programs within the aca

demiccommunity, questions about the appropriate boundaries of this disci

pline with respect to other and longer established disciplines - psychology, 
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sociology, law, public administration - were of significant concern to 

these educatop's engaged in criminal justice teaching and research. 

Each of these issues engaged the serious attention of th8 participants 

at the Workshop. And, as is inevitably the case with discussions of this 

kind, few final answers were possible of discovery, but argwnent served the 

value (·f clal~ifying the nature of the issues and the choices involved. 

Relationships with Agencies 

The topics touched upon during the discussions at the Workshop about 

the nature of the interaction between higher education and correctional pro-

grams were quite varied; some were examined earlier in this report. For 

example, they involved the types of faculty and cllr'I"'icula which were and 

should be used in academic institutions. They also went to more funda

mental questions about the ends and purposes of higher education. 

As might be expected, opinions were divided regarding the character of 

the relationship which should be fostered between academic and correctional 

agencies. A few participants saw their task as having little to do with 

working with correctional agencies. Their mission was to provide students 

with a facility for analysis and to make available to them important infor-

ffi3.tion and views. These participants stressed the view that an acade:ilLi.c 

~nterprise ran t11e danger of becoming too subservient to the wishes of cor

rectional administrators to the detriment of the academic program if ties 

to operating agencies were too close. 

A substantial JPajority of participants, while sharing such a concern 

to one degree or another, took the position that too loose a relationship 

could result in a decrease in the quality of education and would be a dis

service to JPany students who are graduates of their programs. These parti

cipants argued that correctional agencies and higher education programs 
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should be seen as capable of providing each oth~ with a number of mutually 

beneficial resources. 

Contact with operating agencies could sensitize faculty and students to 

relevant issues in cOrY'ections and provide the locus of exciting and useful 

research activities. And to the extent that academic programs also had a 

career orientation, correctional agencies provide by far the largest source 

of job placements for pre-service correctional education graduates. Pro-

grams such as internships could provide real benefits to academic p~grams 

and to agencies. New employees, having had such an experience, already pos-

sess a knowledge of the realities of agency operation when they begin work. 

To the extent such programs were also carefully monitored to ensure intended 

educational consequences of field experience, they were a valuable academic 

resource. 

~ Higher education programs in corrections were also perceived by a number 
i 
~ 
~ of participants as being the vehicles through which line and management per-
% 

" 5 :; sonnel might be upgraded. The faculty in colleges and lli1iversities might 
.. ' 

also deliver valuable inputs which were demonstrably useful in developing 

programs and in formulating, planning and evaluating agency missions. Cor

rectional education programs might also educate the generel public about 

issues and problems in corrections, and the activities of particular correc-

tional agencies • .-

Even though possibilities of this kind were seen to exist (i.e. mutually 

beneficial activities between academia and agencies) discomfort with these 

relationships was expressed by same participants. They characterized 

specific cor.t'e.ctional agencies, with which they had experience, as lli1chang-

ing and perhaps lli1changeable. Doubts were also expressed about the legi

timacy of the correctional enterprise as organized in places at the pre

sent time. Some programs, for example, were characterized by these partici-
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pants as not worthy of any change short of a drastic overhaul if not, in some 

instances, complete elimination. From this perspective, efforts on the part 

of the academic community to facilitate their existence as then constituted 

would be counterproductive if not, indeed, irrunoral. 

And, while it was alsQ true that most correctional agencles had within 

their ranks, sincere and dedicated workers who were genuinely interested in 

tvorking with others for reform, some participants asserted that a munber of 

agencies were not enthusiastic about using the resources of the academic com-

munity and if they were, they tended to be sought for very specific and narrowly 

defined. purposes. Too many agencies failed to seek innovative ideas from 

rracademics" either because they feared such input would upset the status quo, 

or because they felt academics lacked contact with the "realrr worle. of cor-

rections. Also academic research in corrections tended too often to be 

tightly controlled by some agencies and used to suppoxt the images they 

sought to prorrote, rather than portray what actually existed. 

From the discussions, there seemed to emerge two basic dimensions around 

which the points of views of participants tended to be organized. One dimen

sion related to the degree to which they saw academic programs as being pro

active with respect to the correctional 'field - that is,the extent to which 

an academic program should be committed to a specific expenditure of its 

resources and energy to change the correctional field. Virtually all the par

ticipants were committed to generally improving the administration of justice 

and specifically the field of corrections, but as Table io shows, there were 

differences among them as to the degree that an academic progrnam had respon

sibility for attempting directly to influence the correctional community. 

Another dimension around which participants peemed to divide, BS the 

extent to which they saw it as belimg desirable for an academic program to be 

. 
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TABLE 10 

Pre-Workshop Responses to Selected Questions 

Questions 

Correctional education at the community 
college level has a responsibility for 
reforming existing correctional systems 
even if this requires public criticism. 

Correctional education at the four year 
college level has a responsibility for 
refOIming existing correctional systems 
even if public criticism is necessary. 

Students from correctional agencies 
should be taught to be critics of and 
change agents in the correctional 
systems rather. than largely developing 
specific skills required by their 
organizations. 

Agree 

13 

15 

12 

Neutral Disagree 

6 3 

5 l' 

7 3 

'!1 

;J i: ,., 
. .:; 
" 1 responsive to the needs of correctional bureaucracies. The term is not used 
1 ;, 

~ here in a pejorative sense, that is, to imply helping a. rigid or non-client 
:I 
~ .. , oriented organization, rather it is used to convey a sensitivity to the 

requirements of a correctional organization in meeting its goals, an accep-

tance of the legitimacy of those goals and a willingness to shape ones pro

gram to them. Table 11 taps some of these dimensions. As can be seen, there 

TABLE 11 

Pre-Workshop Responses to Selected Questions 

Questions 

Correctional agencies should have a 
major voice in shaping the curricula 
of two year correctional programs. 

Correctional agencies should have a 
major, vo:i,ce in shaping the curricula 
of four year correctional education 
programs. 

Correctional agencies should have a 
major voice in shaping the curricula 
of graduate correctional programs. 

Agree 

14 

10 

7 

Neutral Disagree 

4 4 

4 8 

6 9 

'I " 

I 
, 
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were significantly greater varieties of responses; to these questions, es-

pecially as they were related to different academic levels. 

Placing the two dimensions at a right angle, one can describe roughly 

:: four types of academic responses to the field of corrections. The diagram 
'$ 
") 

b in Table 12 illustrates this scheme. 
~ 

~ 
~~ 
il TABLE 12 
'~ 

~ 

, ~ , , 

. ~ 

:i 

LDw 
Pro-Activity 

High 
Pro-Activity 

Bureaucratically 
Non-Responsive 

I. Traditional-Academic 
Oriented to the trans

mission of knowledge to 
students. Direct efforts 
at change per se minimized. 
Immediate applICation of 
research irrelevant. The 
value is judged by advan
cement of theory. 

IV. Change-Conflict 
Corrnni tted to change, cor

rectional agencies basically 
in conflict with goals sought 
and change involves work out
side agency. Research defin
ed independently and directed 
toward revealing need for 
change. 

1. The Tradi tionall Academic 

Bureaucratically 
Responsive 

II. Professional-Training 
Agency goals, needs and 

professional standards are 
accepted. Any change ef
forts are restricted to their 
attainment. Emphasis on a 
training future staff. Re
search is given direction 
by the needs of the agency. 

III . Change-COllaborative 
Corrrrni tted to change, views 

favorably the possibility of 
collaboration of agencies in 
the process despite unique 
missions. Resear'Ch goals can 
be defined jointly and carried 
out with integrity by academic 
unit. 

In the upper left hand corner of the diagram, one finds the kind of 

academic progvam which tends to be neither bureaucratically responsive 

nor heavily conrni tted to expending its resources to changing the cor

rectional field. F'n:>m this perception, the academic program should be 

comnitted to the scholarly study of the processes by which society 

chooses those who will be punished, the form of that punishment and 

I; 
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the responses of those being punished and the correctional officials 

given res:ponsibility for the maintenance of programs. Of equal weight 

is the development of research skills which will increase the amount 

of reliable knowledge concerning these processes. 

Occasional visits may be taken by students to prisons or probation 

offices, for the simple purpose of gaining a deeper understanding of 

the process. How students put to work the knowledge they gain, is not 

a matter of direct or immediate concern any more than it is in many 
\ 

oth~ disciplines. From this point of view, the energy and corrnni t

ment of the academic program and indeed its greatest strength comes 

from its ability to develop knowledge and transmit it to anyone to 

whom such knowledge is important. Elements of this kind of approach 

can be found in some two year colleges, but it is much mor~ likely to 

be found in four year and graduate schools. 

II. The Professional/Training 

Another response can be described in the upper right hand corner 

l of the diagram. The emphasis is on being responsive to agency needs. 

Here the academic institution is p~ceived as being closely integra

ted with operating agencies. Its mission is to prepare persons for 

careers in those agencies. The most "progres'sive" types of training 

may be employed, but the ultimate goals of the correctional agencies 

involved are not challenged and indeed are generally accepted by the 

academic progr~n. Research tends to be carried out within that con

text. The heavy use of interns iTt this setting is devoted largely to 

"learning the practical means II of oPerating in practice agencies. 

- ...... ..... , 
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The academic institution does not see its role primarily as one 

of change except as its. students who subsequently work in an agency, 

are more enlightened and aware of professional needs as a result of 

their educational experience. The rrodel can be seen in a variety of 

lTBl1ifestations ranging from academic programs which simply credit 

courses in correctional training academies, to very highly organized, 

professionally oriented programs which seek to teach students how to 

achieve successful careers in the correctional field and assist correc-

tional IT\3l1agers in meeting the dilemmas of correctional administration. 

III. The Change/Collaborative 

Another type of academic response can be noted in the lower right 

hand corner of the diagram. From this posture, the academic institu

tion sees as an important part of its responsibility, the allocation 

of resources to changing correctional practices. Typically the edu

cational institution has a set of valUeS and goals to which it is 

corruni tted, independent of the correctional community, but it foresees 

the possibility of collaborative relationships with lTBl1Y, if not most, 

correctional agencies. Activities and programs are arranged which make 

possible collaborative action in which the mutual goals of the aoa-

demic program and the correctional agencies can be explored. An exam-

ple of this type of approach is described in a paper prepared by 

Ronald Boostrom describing a program in San Diego, California, in 

which students are placed in correctional agencies to research kinds 

of problems which may be of concern to correctional adminstrator3. 

This is done collaboratively with correctional agencies, but the 

academic institution maintains its awn values and outlook in carrying 

out this research and feels free to make those recommendations which 

.-, ·--;~l~;~·. '! 
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it sees as appropriate from its own pero~ptions.l 

An example of the kind of thinking involved :in this particular 

position can be found in a quotation from Polk: 

"The curTent separation of the uni versi ty and cor
rectional agencies does have one casualty: know
ledge. Uni versi ty scholars are often prone to 
cornplain that correctional institutions are indif
ferent, if not hostile, to their attempts to gain 
access for research purposes. Correctional admini
strators, just as frequently, are heard to com
plain of the difficulty in obtaining any useful 
collaboration or consultation from university per
sonnel .... (K)nowledge about corrections might be 
increased by: a) university people who are brought 
into the correctional environment, increasing, for 
example, the probability of both educational and 
research involvement; b) stUdents who add to the 
general knowledge their experiences in the correc
tional setting; and c) involvement of correctional 
personnel in education:U and research ventures 
which heretofore have been defined as outside 
their normal Hork roles. ,,2 

IV. The Change/Conflict 

The type of view found in the lower left hand corner of the dia

gram, is perhaps expressed less frequently in criminal justice programs 

than the others, but certainly it exists. Like Type III, The Change/ 

Collaborative, this perspective sees higher education as having a spec i-

fic and considerable responsibility for change. It starts with the 

declared assumrtion that a university or college is part of a politi-

cal process and has a responsibility of shaping as well as simply 

reacting to it. Millett sta.ted the issue ra.ther striJd.ngly: 

1 -----
Ronald Boos trom , "Action Research as a Teaching Tool for Correction Edu-

cators," Selected Papers from the Workshop for Correctional Educators in 
Colleges and Universities, School of Cr'i.mi.ndl Justicf)', SUNY: Albany, New 
York, 1974. 

2Kenneth Polk, The Universit¥ and Corrections: P0tE'.ntial for Collaborative 
Relationships, Jomt Corruniss~on for Correctional Manpower and Training: 
Washington, D. C., 1969, p. 3. 
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"Today there are persons and groups within the 
academic enterprise who do not accept the con
cept of the university as a center for learning. 
Indeed they conceive of the uni versi ty as an 
instrument of social power, as a direct parti
cipant in :fX)li tical and social controversy 0" 3 

From this view, specific correctional agencies may serve ends or 

employ means which are antithetical to the values of members of a 

particular academic community and those agencies are typically so 

committed to their mode of operation that a conflict stance must , 

almost inevitably Elevelop. Change from this perception is success

fully executed usually by mobilizing forc~s external to a correc

tional agency. This may take the lorm of developing alternatives 

to current correctional practice or organizing the means of chang

ing org~zations from without which may involve commwlity. action 

~roups or other kinds of action programs. If students seek employ-

ment in such correctional agencies, the academic role is to educate 

them to work wi thin the agency to recognize and thwart undesirable 

goals and means and to cooperate with those undertaking change from 

the outside. It is a view which is not frequently expressed with 

vigor in most two year criminal justice programs. To the extent it 

exists, it is lTD!"e likely to be propounded by faculty and students 

in four year and graduate schools. 

It is unlikely that any specific academic program accurately could be 

classified as being exclusively in one of the types described. Various per

sons wi thin the same program rnay have different views and rnay hold all four 

3JO~111 B. I1illett ,in, "Value Change and Power Conflict, II W. John Minter and 
Patricia O. Snyder (eds.), Western Interstate Corrunission for Higher Educa
tion, Boulder, Colorado, 1970, p. 117. 
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views simultaneously or at different times and circtnnStances. More likely 

an academic program can be described by the prolninance of given philosophies 

at various points in time. Among the participants at the Workshop, the 

change/collaborative view seemed most dominant among participants as Tables 

10 and 11 seemed to indicate, though each of the other models had their pro-

ponents on different issues. 

There was considerable agreement with Brown's view of the responsibility 

of criminal jEl8.tice programs: 

"Colleges and universities have a moral obligation to 
produce change agents - change agents that understand 
bureaucrat~c procedures and the reluctance to deviate 
from the status quo; change agents dedicated to and 
capable of challenging ailil'of the existing assumptions 
held by the police and, where necessary, implementing 
radical changes. This is the challenge of higher edu
cation. "4 

An acceptance of the need for change promotion did not dissuade the large 

majority of Workshop participants from a commitment to work cooperatively 

with correctional agencies. To that end,(~ number of ways to enhance colla-

borative efforts were explored. 

Thus, it was suggested ~Uning one session that agencies and academics 

both might. profit from the exercise of jointly developing a mission statement 

for correctional agencies and educationa~ programs. Some participants said 

that in the future they would make efforts to establish contacts withcorrec-

tional agencies in their area to explore the possibility of such an activity. 

In another session designed to develop overall plans for correctional educa-

tion on a statewide basis, participants were asked what strategies for asso-

ciation between higher education and corrections might, be most mutually pro

fitable. The following suggestions were made: 

4Lee Brown, ~. cit., p. 123. 
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1) continued informal relations with graduates who ente~ corrections; 

2) development of more p~acticum o~ internship p~grams for pre-

service students; 

3) joint publication efforts regarding the evaluation of academic 

programs; i. e. both agency personnel and academics being in-

vo1ved in evaluating each othe~f s p~grams; 

l+) an on-going evaluation corruni ttee set up between academic pro-

grams and agencies; 

5) joint grants and r'esearCh efforts. 

These suggestions represent the views of a number' of individuals among the 

cor.rectional educators represented at the Workshop. But fo~es, other 

than educators' views, are ~t work: suppo~ting the ascendency of concepts 

of the proper relationship betrween corrections and academics. Clearly one 

is the corre;,'-:ional field itself which is becoming increasingly more force

ful in defining its expectation of higher education programs. 

Relationships Within Academia 

The second major relationship area examined was within the framework 

of the higher education community. Correctional academic programs ope~ate 

on a number of levels and the student who decides to enter one is faced with 

choosing f~m among several alternatives. He may elect to enter a certifi

cate or an associates degree program in a community college. Having suc-

cessfully completed this program, he may decide to pursue his studies in 

a bachelor I s degree p~gram in corrections o~ crimina.1 justice at a four 

,ye~ college. After that, he may decide to continue his education to the 

graduate level. At any of these points, he may terminate hi"\ education and 

enter the world of work:. 

I 
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A number of issues face those oonfronting the responsibility of planning 

and implementing these various programs. As a start,whiilie there are a number 

of approaches to correctional education, regardless of the one chosen, those 

who undertake to design programs at the local college level to implement 

that approach, must decide where to draw the limits around lbhe body of know

leqge which will be offered in a program. The scope of the boundaries dv.awn 

have a profound effect on the directions students are likely to follow in 

their future activities. For example, a progrBm which defines the relevant 

body of knowledge in a fairly narrow and technical sense may increase a 

students' immediate vocational capabilities, but it may also severely limit 

his perceptions of the field and his future educational choices. By excluding 

behavioral and social science perspectives at one extreme, an image will be 

presented of corrections and criminal justice as consisting largely of sta-

tutes, procedures and administrative structures and the student is likely 

to see his future alternatives as enforcing statutes and following procedures 

in an agency. On the other extreme, programs which define their limits so 

broadly as to be almost wholly preoccupied with broad social and philosophical 

questions may sensitize their students to a wide range of issues ,; .but they 

also present d:ifferent opportunities for the students' future career in the 

field. Programs which emphasize the social work and human services appreaches 

present still different images and prescribeeanother set of alternatives. 

Another aspect of the bound.a.:l7y arises from the "inter-discipliDary" 

character of cri.tn:inal justice programs. Some participants in the Workshop 

argued that a college which has two parallel programs with overlapping courses 

(for example, P'Jlice science and corrections) has a cnirrDIDnal justice program. 

Others contended that this structure represents two parallel programs and 

I , 
I j' I .. 
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. 
nothing more, and that a criminal justice program implied that a student 

looked at the entire cri.rre control effort, all agencies, all processes, and 

all issues from a broad rather than an agency-bound perspective. It was 

also pointed out that including courses in abnormal psychology, or the soc

iology of deviance does not necessarily make a program inter-disciplinary. 

A great deal of effort must be expended on the integration of such subj ect 

matters with the other disciplines represented in a program. What is more, 

effective inter-disciplinary programs are difficult to work out structurally 

and make considerable emotional and intellectual demands on participants. 

To be successful, such programs require that the faculty involved are com

nutted to the study of a specific problem area and cornrrJtted to developing 

analytical frameworks which allow the separate disciplines to mesh. The 

various approaches to curriculum planning discussed earlier illustrate the 

kind of practical alte~atives with which administrators of corrections pro

grams in higher education are struggling in attempting to meet these issues. 

It was suggested by some at the Workshop that perhaps the field should 

be defined differently at different levels of education. They argued that 

the most appropriate body of knowledge for correctional/criminal justice 

programs at the community college level fell within the boundaries of 

specialization, and that the broader areas of knowledge were best presented 

in four year programs. Others arguing this issue reached an opposite con

clusion. An important aspect of this discussion sterruned from differences 

in view about the role and mission of theccorrnnunity coll.ege as. an educa

tional phenomenon relatively new in concept. For example, an educational 

goal that has been proposed and accepted L~ community colleges is that of 

career education. Besides awarding the associate- of art degree, these pro-

I 
I 
I 
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. 
grams seek to provide a foundation for continued educational experiences 

through articulation with baccalaureate programs. One Workshop partici

pant illustrated this progression quite dramatically by describing tl1e edu-

cational history of a criminal justice line officer who entered a community 

college seven years previously and was finally admitted to the bar following 

successful completion of his bachelor's degree requirements followed by 

graduation from law school. Such arrangements may very well span a lifetime 

for the careerist. 

Until the mid-l960 's, the opportunity for career education for police 

and corrections personnel was hindered by a lack of programs. Some two 

decades ago, in only a few states, such as California, were programs of edu-

cation available for the police in the corrrnunity colleges, still fewer were 

available for correctional personnel. Even the programs which existed were 

not integrated with the four-year colleges and a number of troublesome dif

ficulties ensued. One of these was the problem of credit transferability 

and program articulation between two and four year institutions. 

In response to this problem in california, a core CUI"r'iculum of five 

courses were devised. Designed to be applicable to various specialities with-

in the criminal justice area these five core courses were designed to be com

pletely transferable from two to four year programs. 5 The committee which de

veloped this CUI"r'iculum expressed the cO!f/iction that transfer credit should be 

allowed only if the courses were completed in an academic college environ-

ment, and that courses with a narrow technical emphasis or those completed 

as part of a training program were not applicable to degree programs. 

S"Administration of Justice: Five Core Curriculum," a report prepared by 
Riverside Cornrrn.mity College District in cooperation with t:be California Com
munity Colleges (1969). These courses have the following titles: Intr'Oduc
tion to the Administration of Justice, Principles and Procedures of the 
Justice System, Concepts of Criminal Law, Legal Aspects of Evidence and Com
munity Relations. 
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. 
The experience of the State of Connecticut illustrates another approach 

to statewide planning.~ Here programs were designed to be open ended in con

trast to the widespread concept of terminal education at the community col-

lege level. The decrease of emphasis on the terminal Associate Degree was 

intended to provide the individual student with more educational options. 

RaTher than being forced to begin anew in a four year progr.: ... '11, he could 

elect to use his community college expe~ience as a step toward this end. In 

the area of criminal justice, the corrununi ty college programs were desIgned 

to provide a system whereby agency personnel who were entitled to grants un

der the LEEP '. ~ ogram could attend local corrununi ty oolleges and subsequently 

continue tt - ',;."' education at the "four year level. 

Before any such plan could be implemented, however, efforts had to be 

mounted in curTiculum development that would satisfy and guarantee a capacity 

for articulation. The pattern followed in developing programs at the com-

munity college was based on the needs for human development and to satisfy 

the varied roles that a person seeking an education wishes to perform. The 

programs generally traced a 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 division as follows: of the sixty 

credits ordinarily needed to obtain an associate degree, one-third of the 

progrem was in general education; one-third in generic education, one-third 

in special education. The general education element was precisely that, 

general r.C'.lrses in English, science or mathema.tics and the social sciences; 

the Of • ' .• 1 'd generic consisted of bridging courses that continued the edu-

catic: 1 experience in general education and yet were relevant to the career 

aspects of the stUdent (eg. in law enforcement, there were sociology courses 

6The material on Connecticut was taken from a paper specifically developed 
for the Workshop by Thomas Connors of the Manchester Community College in 
Connecticut. Mr. Connors was also a participant in the lilorkshop. 
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in criminology and juvenile delinquency; and in p~ychology, there were 

courses in abnormal psychology and applied psych&logy); finally, the one

third specialized education allowed the student to seek an entry to a voca

tional career in law enforcement. This process did two things for the stu

dent: it gave him a program that could be continued in the second two' years 

of college and allowed him enough understaading of his career goals to 

commence at an entry level. For the education demands of the future, the 

student is in a position to seek further education in the career area~~ a 

professional line, or even a traditional liberal arts route. The options for 

the students in this system are presently found in sociology, psychology, 

political science, law, social work, and liberal arts. 

The general appr0ach used in Connecticut was similar to the curriculum 

designed by one work group during a session at the Workshop. This program 

was designed to illustrate one way which articulation issu3s between two and 

four year programs rnight be unde:otaken and is shown on the next page. It 

should be stressed that the variety of approaches available to deal with these 

issues and the newness of the fie]d of crimimal justice/correctional educa-

tion in view of most Workshop participantE made premature any discussions 

of a single preferFed core curriculum or a standard state plan. Diversity 

was gererally endorsed as a means of developing appraoches to the new field 

and testing them in practice. 

Despite the general agreement on the need for experimentation regarding 

the credit transferability issue, questionnaire responses did indicate a 

division between the corrmrunity college and four year college participants. 

Nearly all ,of the participants from corrnnunity colleges agreed that all COYTeC

tional courses tah'n at a two year college should be transferable to a four 

year program. On the other hand, a number of "Cle participants representing 
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four year colleges disagreed (.vi th that proposition. Some also felt that 

the transferability and articulation problem was one that could best be 

worked out between the institutions involved mhd that generalized policy 

Hours 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Example of a Core Curriculum 

FirBt Two Years Second Two Years 
Requirements Requirements 

Introduction to CJ Syutems 
Survey of Institutional Corrections 
Survey of Community Corrections 
Correctional law 

Hours 
9 Behavioral ScienQe 

Cr:i.m:±nal Behavior 
Minority Relations 

Hours 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Electives 

(Sociology, Psycho
logy, anthropology) 

9 English 
6 Science or Mathematics 
6 Free electives 

,Juvenile Justice 
Interviewing and Counseling 
Correctional Administration 
Conflict Resolution 
Correctional IntePJentions 
Group Treatment Technology 
Internship 
FaITL.ily Relations 

statements were of little relevance given the variability among programs In 

terms of course quality. 

An important point at issue here was the general relationship between 

two and four year programs and how it could be enhanced to the mutual bene-

fit of both types of programs. For several sessions during the Workshop, 

participants from two and four year colleges worked in separate groups to 

id~1tify problems and to suggest means of dealing with those they identified. 

The following are the statements which wer0 developed by each group and 

constituted the basis of the discussion whicll followed: 

.. ~ .. d."t .... _____________ ~ __ , ____________ __ ---------------... 

, ; 
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Relationships Between Two and Follr' Year Programs 

Outline of Findings of Representation of Two Year Programs 

Principles 

1. Education is a continuing process, 

2. There are multiple tracks and alternatives for the attainment of edu

cational goals of students, 

3. The use of alternatives should not be utilized to penalize students, 

4. Careerists should have open to them horizontal and vertical moverrlent 

based on educational attainment, 

o. Two year colleges exist as the first part of the continu~~n of education 

and are designed among other things, to meet demands for education 

dllr'ing various periods of life, 

6. Community colleges also provide continuing education for non-degree 

students, primarily those who are engaged in an area requiring spec-

7 

ialized education, 

Community co~leges are responsive -to educational services needed and 

demanded by the social system, as well as to other educational insti-

tutions, 

8. Community colleges accept transfer credits from other institutions of 

higher education in compliance with sound educational practices of 

examination of catalog, curricula, and student records. 

Constraints on Two Year Programs 

1. Rigidity of the established follr' year institutions and their unwilling-

ness to develop means of articulating their operations with two year 

programs for a continuum of education, 

2. Failllr'e of established educational L~stitutions to recognize and credit 

quality instruction which is given by instructors with qualifications 

other than advanced post-graduate degrees, 
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3. Degree consciousness that conflicts wi th::the needs of the student and 

leads to trover-preparation" for special lower level tasks, 

4. Traditional departmental structure which is not oriented for the 

application of social science disciplines to social needs. 

Outline of Findings of Representation of Four Year Programs 

Alternative Solutions to the lransferabili~ Problem 

1. .. Core group of Cr:iJni.nal Justice System and Correctiops courses which 

articulate with programs in four year colleges and which are given 

transfer credit toward major, 

2. 'Iransferabili ty of courses left to decision of four year college, but 

they allow credit to be obtained by examination, 

3. Negotiation as to how many Criminal Justice courses would be tmns-

ferable to be worked out by negotiation on a school-by-school basis, 

4. Four year colleges and two year colleges might get together and agree 

upon a mutually acceptable curriculum. These courses then transfer 

en bloc to the four year college and~ assuming no additional curriculum 

requirements in four year college, transfer students would need to take 

no more Criminal Justice and Corrections courses to get a B.A. degree 

in-his major. 

These outlines were exchanged and discussed at some length. Clearly, 

the process of examining the relationship between two and four year colleges 

had a considerable impact on the participants. Many of them, for example, in 

formulating backhorne action programs (a ,process undertaken near the end of 

the Workshop) listed these relationships as among the top priorities they 

planned to work on when they returned home. 

It 'Nas also clear that the deveiJ.Cbprnent of effective relationships among 

criminal justice/correctional education programs required the active help 

of state criminal justice planning agencies. In too rrany instances it ~vas 
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still not forthcoming. While some of these agencies had made specific 

efforts to coordinate progil1'EllIlS in higher education with the development and 

general operations of their criminal justice systems, such as that sponsored 

by the State Planning Agency of the State of Illinois in its publication 

Social Justice and Higher Education in Illinois (a document which all Work-, 

shop participants received) much mor,o;;? attention to this need was required. 

It was agreed by all participants that a high priority for any state'criminal 

justice planning agency is a comprehensive manpower plan which included a , 

careful study of the availability and needs of academic resources throughout 

a state. 
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Partial Summary of Pre-Workshop 
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2. How long have the criminal justice elements in your academic unit been in 
existence?' 

2 yr.: X .. 5.2 yrs. (3-8 yrs) 4 yr.: X .. 12.5 yrs. (1-44 yrs) 

3. Hotl long has there been a correctional element in the curricu1un of your 
aah1emic unit? 

z yr. ~ X = 3 yrs, (1-8 yr.s) 4 yr.: X = 5.7 yrs. (6100.-28 yrs.) 

4. What was the average number of stucients taking courses in your academic unit 
during the academic yeal' 1972-73? 

MAJORS: 

Z yr.: X .. 260 (45-466) 
4 yr.: X a 478 (76-1500) 

ELECfIVES: 

2 yr.: X = 34 (3-50) 
4 yr.: X = 275 (4-900) 

5. How many students in your academic unit during the academic year 1972" 73 
were: 

Average Average 
All Students Correctional Emphasis 

Onll 

~. !.E. ~. !.E. 

Full-Time 34% 8% Full-Time 3% 1% In Service 
(work or Part-Time 16% 42% Part-Time 31% 5% 
on leave) 

Pre-Service Full-Time 42% 49% Full-Time 23% 7% 
Part-Time 8% 1% Part-Time 5% 0% 

Total .. 100% 100% 62% 18% 

6. List the agencies .from which lIK)st of your in-service students come 

(Times Mmtioned) 
Mencies LIT· .i..1!.. 

Fed. & State Oorrections 8 7 

Departments & Ins1d tutions 

Local Oorrectional Institutions 3 3 

Parole, probation ~ collUIiItlity 0 6 

corrections 

Juvenile Oorrections 5 3 

~.". r: . 
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1 I 1. What percentage of your students receive LEEP support? 

l 2 yr.: X· 57.6\ (10%-100%) 4 yr.: X· 50.8% (20%-98%) 

j 
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9. 

How many degrees did your academic unit award in the academic year 1972-731 

All Stuients 
Students emphasizing 

corrections 

2 yr. Associate X" II: 27.5 X == 3.9 or 14.2% 

4 yr. Bachelor X = 104.2 X = 20.3 or 19.5% 

4 yr. Masters X = 18.5 X= 2.7 or 14.6% 

Facul ty Backgrounds 

Average ~ E. 

. Ful1- Time Facu1 ty Part-Time Faculty 
Degree Crinri.na1JliSt'I Agency ,Experience Cr~ Agengr Experience 

Yes It> Yes No 

Ph. D. 2% 1% 1% 
M.A. 13% 1% 33% 4% 
LLB 1% 16% 2% 
B.A. 7% 18% 1% 

Total Full-Time = 25% Total Part-Time = 75% 

Average ± r!.. 

Degree 
Ful1-Time Facul ty 

Criminal JUStice Agency~erience 
Part-Time AgCU~ty 

Criminal Justice en F?9?erience 

Yes No Yes No 

Ph. D. 20% 12% 3% 
M.A. (lQ) 21% 7% 14% 1% 
LLB 10% 4% 2% 
B.A. 6% 

Total Full-Time = 74~ Total Part-Time = 26% 
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11. Number of 4-year Schools offering Criminal Justice <Related Degree -

Associate 3 

Bachelors 11 

Masters 8 

Ph. D. 2 

12. Is there a required course or a required sequence of courses whicI; mus~ be 
tmdertaken by those students with majors or minors in your academic U,Ill.t? 

Nwnber 

2 year 4 year 

9 Yes 9 

0 No 2 

13. In the last two years how many course offerings wi th:in your academic 
unit were: (a course given more than once should be counted only once). 

Average Number Offered 

2 yr. 4 yr. 

2.1 1.3 Corrections (Institutions ) 

1.3 1.2 Corrections (Parole and Probation) 

2.7 1.7 Corrections (Others) 

2.0 4.8 Police 

1.0 3.5 Criminal Justice System 

0.6 1.1 Juvenil"e Justice System 

1.9 3.8 Law 

1.3 1.2 Criminology 

0.4 1.3 Sta tistics and Methodology 

0.7 1.4 Other (specify): 

\ 
"\ 

, ' 
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15. a. List those correctional courses taught off, campus during the past two 
years and for which academic credit was given (do not include intemshifls) 

Mean N..unber of 
off-campus sites 

~an Number of 
off-campus courses 

!.E. 
2.4 sites (0-6) 

2.4 courses (0-11) 

.!..r!.. 
1. 5 sites (0-6) 

1.9 courses (0-9) 

b. List those correctional ins1::itutes or workshops given for credit by 
your academic unit during the past two years 

2 yr. colleges offering institutes for credit: 3 (N = 8) 

4 yr. colleges offering institutes for credit: 6 (N =11) 

16. Does your academic unit offer special training coursefS for correctional 
personnel which are not part of yom" nonnal educational curriculum? 

Number 

2 yea!. 4 year 

3 Yes 5 

6 No 6 

17. Are interdisciplinary majors available for those students interested in 
corrections: 

2 year 

4 

3 

Number 

Yes 

No 

4 year 

7 

4 

18. Is there a mechanism (committee, counsel, etc.) in which criminal justice 
agency personnel advise on program and curriculum design? 

2 year 

7 

2 

Number 

Yes 

No 

4 year 

7 

4 

", 
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.19. Internship Programs: 

d. Agencies Participating: 

2 year schools (N=9) 

4 year schools (N=ll) 

Internships Available 
in Academic Unit 

7 

10 

Correctional Agencies 
Participating In 
Internship Program 

Nt.nnber 
4 

10 

e. How many internships were there :in your departllent for the academic year 
1972-73? 

2 yr.: Xc 30.2 internships (0-136) 

4 yr.: Xc 72.5 internships (0-190) 

f. Are students reimbursed fOT work performed during the internship? 

ZO. Is an internship experience required of all students in whose programs 
emphasize corrections? 

Ntnnber ..... 

2 year 4 year 

2 Yes 2 

2 NJ 8 

21. What percentage of the pre-service students graduating from your academic 
uni t find subsequent employment in a criminal justice agency? 

2 yr.: 26% 

4 yr.: 51% 

23. What percentage of the graduates from your academic tmit go on to more advanced 
academic studies? 

2 yr.: 

4 yr.: 

52% 

31% 

~). 
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24. Evalua~e the gotil commi trnents and priori ties of your academic unit. Distribute 
100 P?lnts among the following categories so that the relative emphasis is 
~lDl1e:ncally re~lected. The sum of the categories .should be 100. Equal weight
lI1g o~ categones would be reflected by equal nunerical scores. (E.g. 50. 
teaclll.ng; 20 research; ~ research; 20 training; 10 cormnmity development" 

Average Rating Average Rating 
2 ye~r 4 year 

54.4 (5-100) Teadli .. '"lg 66.2 (25-90) Teaching 

5.7 (0- 10) Research 11.4 ( 0-.25) Research 

12.7 (0- 40) Training 5.5 ( 0-40) Training 

15.5 (0- SO) Service to the Comntmi ty 9.1 ( 5-30) Service to the Ccmmnmi ty 

4.4 (0- 10) Service to academic 6.5 ( 0- 20) Service to acadernic 

7.2 (0- 25) 
mrlt/college tmit/col1ege 

Other (specify) 0.5 ( 0- 5) Oth.er (specify) 

99.9 . 'IUrAL 99.2 TafAL 

ZS. What do you feel the goal conunitments and prioL"ities of your academic tmit 
will be five years from now: (distribute 100 points). 

Average Rating 
2 year 

49.4 (25-90) Teaching 

7.4 (2-20) Research 

17.8 (0-40) Training 

14. 4 ( 5- 30) Service to the conmmi ty 

5.3 (0-10) Service to Academic 
unit/college 

5.6 (0-25) Other (specify) 

99.9 TOTAL 

Average Rating 
4 rear 

54.0 (25-85) Teaching 

20.5 ( 0-30) Research 

10.0 ( 0-40) Training 

10.0 ( 5-25) Service to the community 

6.0 ( 0-10) Service to Academic 
tmi t/ col1ege~ 

0.5 ( 0- 5) Other (specify) 

101.0 TafAL 

t-Ean Qumge Between Actual and Proj ected Goals (Question 25 minus question 24) 

2 year 

- 5. 0 

+1. 7 

+5.1 

-1.1 

+0.9 

Teaching 

Research 

Training 

Conmu.mi ty Service 

College Service 

4 year 

-12.2 

+ 9.1 

+ 4.5 

+ 0.9 

- 0.5 

o 

Teaching 

Research 

Training 

Community Service 

College S:flrvice 

Other 

......... ..."..\\ .,.,..,. 
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PART I 

This }';XJrtion of the questionnaire deals with issues in the field of corrections. 

A. A group of various goals in our legal system is listed below. It is rec:xJgnized that this list is not 
exhaustive. You are asked to rank this list based on the significance with which you view the goals as 
reflected in the operation of our legal system. Place a "1" in the space provided for that goal which 
you view as operationally being the rrost significant. Continue the ranking so that an "8" will reflect 
the goal you view as operationally being the least significant. 

Rankings 
2 year 

Pre Post 

8 6 

4 3 

6~ 2 

2 1 

7 8 

5 4 

3 7 

1 5 

To maintain broad lllnits of tolerance for deviant or 
non-COnfonning conduct. 

To encourage the deve~oprent and irrplerrentation of fail. 
and equitable practices by cr:ilninal justice agencies. 

To deal with offenders so as to reduce the probability 
of their future law violations. 

To forbid an:i prevent conduct that inflicts or threatens 
hann to individual or public interests. 

To deal with offem.ers with the least degree of state 
intervention possible in their lives. 

To assure that cr:iminal justice systan personnel canply 
with the law. 

To give specific and fair warning of corrluct subject to 
criminal sanctions. 

To inpose appropriate ptmishrrent on offenders. 

/' 

/ 

Rankings 
4 year 

Pre Post 

6 5 

5 2 

4 4 -

1 1 

7 6 

8 8 

3 3 

2 7 
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B. The following is a list of p::>ssible trends in the field of corrections. For each trend indicate your 
perception of its probable widespread <JCCl.'ID:ence in the next decade. By givi.ng- 5 points to th:>se which 
you feel will ha.:ve the nost likely impact arrl 1 to those which will have the least impact. In:licate 
inteiiredlate impact }:;-.t gFT.i:ng :fran 2 to 4 points. In the second column indicate your opinion of the 
desirability of each trerrl utilizing the same 5 point scale. 

Fankings 
2 year 

Likely Impact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

Scope of the Criminal Law 

1, Increasing" use of criminal law for 
social welfare purposes such as 
pollution and racial discrimination. 

2. The decr:i.minalization of "victim
less crlires" such as drug use and 
sexual behavior. 

Use of Discretion 

3. 'lbe increased reliance on due process 
as a check on the exercise of arbitrary 
discretion. 

4. The increased use of discretion to 
divert the offender fran the criminal 
justice system at the earliest possible 
t:i.ne. 

3.4 3.5 3.5 3.8 

3.5 3.1 4.1 4.8 

3.6 3.9 4.4 4.9 

3.3 3.4 4.9 4.9 

.// 

Pankings 
4 year 

Likely Irnpa.ct Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

3.8 4.0 3.2 4.0 

3.9 3.3 4.3 4.4 

3.8 4.2 4.2 4.1 

4.2 3.9 4.6 4.7 

~"'" 
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Pankings 
2 year 

Likely Irrpact Desirability 
Pre 

Methcds of Insuring Faimess in 
Correctional Systan 

5. The increasing utilization of the 
aIDuC:lsrIen concept to insure fairness 
wi thin the correctional systems. 3.0 

6. The irx::reasing utilization of judicial 
appeals to insure faiIness within 
correctional systems. 3.8 

Merger of Agencies!.'Cormnmi ty Corrections 

7. Merger of correctional agencies and 
services into single statewide II super-
agencies." 3.4 

8. The expansion of ca:mnmity based and 
a:mm.mity nm corrections. 3.8 

Decrease in Incarceration/Preventive 
Detention 

9. '!he decreasing use of incarceration as a 
cr:imi.nal sanction (and increased use of 
n:easures like release on recognizance.) -.2:! _. 

10. '!he increasing demand for IIEXimurn 
security faci'!.ities and preventive 
detention for certain classes of 
offerrlers. 3.6 

\ 
~-: 

Post 

3.0 

3.6 

3.0 

3.5 

3.6 

4.3 

p~J 

Pre 

/' ... 

4.2 

4.4 

2 .. 4 

4.5 

4.7 

2.6 

Post 

4.4 

4.8 

1.4 

4.8 

4.4 

3.8 

c,c, 

", 

Rankings 
4 year 

Likel i': Impact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

3.2 3.3 4.1 4.3 

4.3 3.8 4.3 4.3 

3.8 3.2 3.3 2.9 

4.3 4.3 4.8 4.6 

4.0 3.8 4.8 4.8 

2.9 3.0 201 2.1 

Jii 
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Deviance in Corrections 

11. The increased willingness to recog-
nize and even encourage eli vergent 
values and lifestyles in oorrectional 
settings. 

12. The increased use of CCI'Cq?uters as 
well as electronic and chanical 
control devices in the correctional 
process to· rni.nllnize deviance. 

Man};x::Mer Related Items 

Professional/para Professional 

13. The professionalization of correc-
tional persormel through increased 
education and training requirarents. 

14. '!he in::reased use of para-prof~· 
sionals incluling offen::lers and 
ex-offen::lers at all stages of the 
oorrec'-...ional process. 

-, ". 

- .,. -

Rankings 
2 year 

Llkel X :IIrpact Desirability 
Pre Post 

2.7 2.8 

3.2 4.4 

3.8 3.4 

3.6 3.5 

Pre 

.' 

4.9 

2.1 

5.0 

4.9 

/' 
/ 

Post 

4.8 

2.3 

4.8 

4.6 

" 

Pankings 
4 year 

Likely Inpact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

2.8 2.8 4.1 4.5 

3.3 3.6 2.2 2.3 

3.9 3.6 4.8 4.6 ' 

3.4 3.3 4.3 4.0 

..... 
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Rankings 
2 year 

Likely Inpact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

Specialization/Generalis!: 

15. The increased use of ~:..nionization and 
the seniority systar effectively 
closing certain CX)~reci:ional arrl 
other cr:iminal jl:stice jobs to 
persons outside the professi;:m. 3.7 3.6 1.4 1.0 

16. The devel.oprent of criminal 
justice generalists SU£ficiently 
skilled to nove across agency 
lines (e. g. fran fOlice to correc-
tions) . 3.0 3.0 4.4 4.6 

Labor Relations 

17. '!he enactment :by legislation of 
prohibitions against ~r~ stoppages 
am job action protests by correc-
tional ~lXers. 2.8 3.5 3.0 2.0 

18. The developn:nt of detailed prcr-
cedures for de;! 1 j ng with labor-
rranaganent problems by correctional 
administrators includl.llg sequenced 
steps for the resolution of grievances 
and an apf€al pz:ocedure. 3.3 3.3 4.2 4.0 

'j 

\ " 

Rankings 
4 year 

Likely Impact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

2.9 3.0 1.3 1.5 

3.0 3.1 4.8 4.4 

2.1 3.1 1.5 2.0 

3.8 3.4 4.5 4.7 
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Rankings 
2 year 

Likely IIrpact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

Others 

19. The increasinj limitation of resources 
available to corrections because of 
legislative ooncem over ecx:many and 
inefficiency in the system. 3.4 

20. The increasinj utilization of court 
auth::>rity to shut down institutions 
\ihen innates' fundarrental needs and 
rights are oot bein:r net. 2.4 

3.7 

2.6 

1.5 1.4 

3.3 4.1 

-" 

Rankings 
4 year 

Likely Impact Desirability 
Pre Post Pre Post 

2.9 3.7 1.4 1.8 

3.0 3.3 3.8 4.1 

". 
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~~:-~s portion of the questionnaire deals with issues in correctional education at the college level. 

\ 
\ 

C. In tins section, each question is followed by -three statements. After you read the three statements, you are 
asked to think about hOVl appropriate each is foY.' a correctional curriculum in a two year college. In the 
left-hand column indicate your assessmellt of the appropriateness of each statement by distributing a total 
of 10 points arrong the three statements. You can distribute the 20 points in any vtay. For each statement 
utilize only whole numbers ranging from 0 to 10. Then read the three statements again to determine how 
appropriate each Hould be in a four year college. In the right-hand column weight the three statements in 
the same l1E11I1er as outlined above. BeSure to respond in both columns. 

Appropriateness for 
2 Y~r Program 

2 Yr:.;.Participants 4 Yr. Participants 
Pre Post Pre Post 

3.15 2.54 3.94 2.65 

4.15 4.02 3.43 3.87 

2.78 3.42 2.68 3.45 

SUMMARY TABLE (mean scores) 

Type of Curriculum 

Training 

Professional 

Social Science 

.. 

Appropriateness for 
1+ Year Program 

2 Yr. Participants 
Pre Post 

2.50 1.97 

3.88 3.79 

3.70 4.57 

4 Yr. Participants 
Pre Post 

1.69 0.89 

3.92 4.13 

4.40 4.94 
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1. Different views exist about the nature of the sttrlent population to be served by higher education 
progrcims in oorre...~. Wnat is your CM1 vif:!W? Distribute 10 r:oints arrong the following statements. 

2 Yr. Program 
2 year 4 year 

4 Yr. Program 
A program for higher education in corrections should: 2 year 4 year 

Pre Post Pre Post 

4.0 3.9 '---

3.9 4,.3 

2.1 1.9 

Enhance oorrectianal workers skills so they can rrore 
5.2 3.3 ably perfonn their job tasks. 

Attract and prepare young persons for careers in 
3.2 3.8 corrections. 

Attract the brightest and best persons into the 
1. 7 2.8 study of problems in corrections. 

2. Different views exist aJ::out the objectives and goals of correctional education. 
Distribute ten r:oints arrong the staterents bel(Y,l,7. 

2 Yr. Program Correctional education smuld: 
Pre Post Pre Post 

3.3 2.13 
Prepare y;o:rkers to perform functions re:;ruired in 

3.3 2.3 a correctional setting. 

Provide the tools for improving interpersonal relations 
4.80 4.38 4.00 4.33 in order to rrore appropriately manage prob1ans of 

huroan behavior in correctional settings. 

Provide a systemic study of the institutions of 
1. 9 32.5 2.67 3.33 conterrp::>rru:y corrections arrl their ramifications. 

;' 

Pre Post Pre Post 

3.2 2.75 2.17 1.14 

3.7 3.50 2.92 3.50 

3.4 3.75 4.92 5.08 

What is your view? 

4 Yr. Program 
Pre Post Pre Post 

2.4 1.62 1.17 0.75 -.---

4.5 4.13 4.42 4.75 

3.1 4.25 4.42 4.50 

-.:::., ...... _, 
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3. Different views exist arout the appropriateness of various courses in a correctional curriculun. What is 
your view? Distribute 10 points arrong the following courses. 

2 Yr. Program 
2 year 4 year 

Pre Post Pre Post 

1.8 2.0 3.33 2.0 

4.4 3.89 3.67 3.59 

3.8 4.13 3.08 4.42 

A correctional curriculum should includ.e: 

A course in prison security classification techniques 

A course in offender classification systans as 
a tool in differential treat:rrent 

A cow::s~ in abnormal psychology 

4 Yr. proyr:rn 
2 year year 

Pre Post Pre Post 

1.8 1. 75 1.33 0.58 

3.9 3.63 4.83 4.25 

4.3 4.63 3.83 5.17 

4. Different views exist about the appropriateness of the content of law courses taught within a correctional 
curriculum. What is your via-/? Distril:ute 10 IX>ints arrong the follCMing areas of content. 

The law courses given in a correctional curriculum should focus on: 

3.5 2.13 3.92 3.00 

3.20 3.50 2.83 3.75 

3.3 4.38 3.25 3.25 

The state penal code. 

Constitutional law. 

The developrent of criminal law as an instrl.ment of 
social control. 

.' 

2.0 1.75 2.08 1.08 

3.4 3.88 3.50 4.00 

4.0 5.63 4.42 5.0 
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5. Differences between bo.Q and four year schools on appropriateness of training; professional, and social 
science curriculum in the two year schcx:lls. 

CUrrrctUurn -'tYPe Pre:...conferences Post-:.corifefeIlCes· . -Degree aiid DireCuon 
Differences in Differences in of Change in Mean 

Mean Mean 
TraiIiIi1g-~~-- .. .66 . 06 -.54 
Professional ~33 .10 -.23 
Social Science .09 .36 +.25 

Differences between tv;o and four year schools on appropriateness of training r professional, and social science 
curricul~ in four year schools. 

Curriculum Type Pre-Conferences Post-conferences Degree and Direction 
Differences in Differences in of Change in Mean 

Mean M?an 
Tra..fiiIi1g-~--·--- --_. -~76-~--r.T2-

Professional .04 .68 
Social Science .70 .36 

r 

+.36 
+.64 
-.34 
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D. This section consists of a nunber of statarents dealing with criminal justice education at the college level. 
You are asked to respond to each staterrent on the basis of your agrearent or disagreanent with the concept 
invalued. Check the box which rrost closely reflects your beliefs. 

2 Year 4 Year 
Fre:Iuency of Response Frequency of Response 

:>t m ~~ ~ ru ~ru r-f ';rl r-f 

8'0) 

i ~ 
g 8'b' 8' $ j g 8'~ 

~i 
o ro ~~ om U) .tL~ $ U) 1:J OM ~ -..-I oM 

Cl OOCl oo!l Cl OOCl 

Chang-ing Corrections 

Pre 6 3 1 0 0 l. The enlargement of crllninal justice educational 4 6 1 1 0 Pre 
Post-r -5---o-r --0 opp:>rtunities will serve to increase the -r s- s- -r ---0- Post ------ effectiveness of the criminal justice system. ----

Pre 1 7 1 1 0 2. The enlargement of crllninal justice education 1 7 3 1 0 Pre 
ro~t 0 430 1 opportunities senres to increase the fairness "1 -6- 5-0- 0 Post --- of the correctional system. ----

Pre 2 6 1 1 0 3. Correctional education at the c:cmmmity college 1 4 5 I I Pre 
Post""1 5""11 -0- level has a reSJ;XIDSibility for refonning existing ""2 5 ""1 -4- 0 Post ----- correctional systems even if this requires public ----

criticism. 

Pre 2 6 2 0 0 4. Correctional education at the four year college 3 4 3 1 0 Pre 
Post2 510 -0- level has a re5p)nsjbility for refo:rm:ing existing 3 7 T-r OPost ------ correctional systans even is public criticism is ----

necessary . 

Pre 4 5 I 0 0 5. The professor has an obligation to present all 10 0 I 1 0 Pre 
PostS 3-0--0- 0 sides of an issue even when sbrlents might choose 8 -"3 ""10 -0- Post 

-~- ------ alternatives which ~uld inpede their future ----
careers. 

\ 
'---
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D. This section consists of a nmber of statements dealing with criminal justice education at the college level. 
You are asked to respond to each stai:.elrent on the basis of your agreerrent or disagreement with the exmcept 
invalued. Check the box which rrost closely reflects your beliefs. 

2 Year 
Frequency of ReSFOnse 

~m 
~i ~ 1 

~. ~ 

m g 
en 

·rl 
Q 

~~ am 
jj 'rl 
UlQ 

Changing Corrections 

Pre 6 
PostZ-

Pre 1 
f6$l- 0 

Pre. '2 
Post-r· 

Pre 2 
Post2 

Pre 4 
PostS. 

310 0 
-5-()-r (J 

7 . 1 1 0 
43-0- 1 

611 0 
SII() 

620 0 
SI() -0-

5 I 0 Q 
3-0-0 -0-

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

" 

The enlarganent of criminal justice educational 
opp::>rtunities will serve to increase the 
effectiveness of the criminal justice system. 

The enlargement of criminal justice education 
opportunities serves to increase the fainless 
of the correctional system. 

Correctinnal education at the ccmnunity college 
level has a re5};XJl1Sibility for refonning existing 
correctional systems even if this requires public 
criticism. 

Correctional education at the four year college 
level has a responsibility for reforming existing 
correctional systans even is public criticism is 
necesscu::y • 

4 Year 
Frequency of Response 

~ 
ty. 

c m 
b~ 
Ul~ 

ru 
~ 

r-i 

j ~ 
en 

·rl 
Q 

fl 
jj ·rl 
Cf.lQ 

4 6 I I 0 Pre 
-r S -5- -r () Post 

1 7 3 1 0 Pre 
I -r S -0- -0- Post 

1 4 5 1 1 Pre 
2"""" S -r -4- (} Post 

343l0Pre 
-3- 7 -rl OPost 

The professor has an obligation to present all 10 0 1 1 0 Pre 
sides of an issue even when sttrlents might ~choose 8 -3- I -0- 0 Post 
alternatives which would impede t.hair future --
careers~ 

". 
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2 Year 
Fr~ of Fesp::>nse 

~ M ru :>tQ) 

tTl cO 

~ 
Mfl 

~ Q) al ~ f~ ~~ $ Ul 

Cfl~ ~ 'r-! .r-! 
el Cflel 

Pre 0 6 2 2 0 
Post 2"" 2"" -0- -4- a 

Pre 2 611 0 
Post -y- 2"" -y- -3- -y-

Pre 1 0 2 4 3 
Post() -0- --y- -6- -r 

Course Related 

Pre 2 3 2 3 0 
Post --y- ""4 0-- -0- --y-

Pre 1 6 0 3 0 
Post-Y- 3 0 3 -y-

Pre 4 6 0 0 0 
Post2 -6- -0- () () 

Pre 0 5 3 1 1 
Poste 4 1 1 """"l 

6. 

7. 

S. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

" 

'~~':' 
, 

-li-

4 Year 
Frequency of Resp::>nse 

~ ru ~Q) 
M ';1f MQ) 

f~ ~ &~ Q) l:i Q) 8 m 
~ 

::s Ul 

~ 'r-! +' 'r-! Cfl~ el Cflel 

Students frem correctional agencies should 1 5 5 1 0 Pre 
be taught to be critics of and change -r -r -r lJ -y- Post 
agents in the correctional systems rather --
than developing specific skills required 
by their organizations. 

Educational programs for in-service stl.rlents 0 S 0 3 1 Pre 
really are not able to achieve ITUlch progress -y- -,- -y- -y- Post 
toward ideal starrlards due to the levelling 
influence imposed by rrost agencies in wh~ch 
the students work. 

The rrore persons in the criminal justice sys·ta:nl 2 1 3 5 Pre 
with college degrees the greater the danger --0 -y- -y- -r -r Post 
that the correctional system will be isolated -
fran the free ccmnuni ty for which it serves. 

There is an adequate b:::>dy of Jmowledge in 2 5 0 4 1 Pre 
the area. to stIpFOrt correctional curricula C)-s-aTo Post 
in higher education. 

Methods of security, control and surveillance 0 7 4 1 0 Pre 
are appropriate subject areas far teaching 0 5 1 6 0 Post 
in a two year coll~. . 

Correctional officers should receive consider- 7 4 1 0 0 Pre 
able education about the problems of minority -7- 4 0 0 1 Post 
groups and the issues of differential enfo:rce--
nent of the law. 

Correctional enplayees stould receive 1 7 1 2 0 Pre 
substantial education in law. 7- f) -Z -Z -oPost --
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2 Year 4 Year 
Frequency of Resp:>nse Frequency of RespJnse 

~ r-! Po ~ru ~ r-! ru~!H 
b1Q) III ~ tJ1H b1Q) III H b1~ 
S::Q) Po H b1 ~b1 s:'::Q) Q) H b1 s::0' 
P,~ ~ +l III o III o~ Q) -g ffi p,cO 
.P ~. 01 g -~ l:1-~ 1:1 ~ ~ Q) -. .-1 .P -~ 
(J) .:l; Z Q (J)Q (J) ~ Z Q (J)Q 

Pre 5 5 0 0 0 13. l-bre eITq?~is sm:ud be placed on. teaching 2 7 1 2 0 Pre 
Post 1 6 "1 -0- ---0- ~peuti.C techniques to correctlonal -r "I -y- ~ () Post 

offlcers. 

Pre 4 6 0 0 0 14. Co~ecti0r:aJ- cour~es should be rE~::.ruired of 7 4 0 1 0 Pre 
Post 4 3 0 0 1 pollee SClence maJors. --:::r ~ -r -r -0- Post 

Pre 2- -L ~ -L i 15. Correctional and. poliee personnel stould 5 6 1 0 0 Pre 
Post 2 4 1 0 1 be jointly educated to insure they will -3- -8- "1" 0 -0- Post !i 

have an opportunity to underst-.-and one -- -- -- -- -- :~ 

anoL~er. .~ 
I' 
1 

Pre 2 8 0 0 0 16. Encounter groups, sensitivity training 0 3 3 5 1 Pre I 
Postl 7 ---0- ---0- 0 and similar educational techniques are -0- 1 5 -6- --0- Post I 

especially appropriate devices for -- -- - - -- I 
teachin:J correctional techniques at the I , 
~ year colleg-e level. I 

Pre 1 9 0 0 0 17. Classes <XIIIpJSed of both pre- and in- 3 6 3 0 0 Pre I 
Post 2' --:5 ---0 ---0 ---0 serviee stooents tend to provide the best 2 -8- -2- -0- -0- POst \ 

vehicle for learning in correctional 
educational programs. 

Pre 1 3 0 6 0 18. At the two year colleg-e level different 0 4 1 6 I Pre 
Post 0 -0- 1 4 2' curricula are needed for students studying -0- -3- -3- --'.4 2 Post 

corrections on a pre-se:rvice basis a.r.d for 
thJse studying cor:recticns as in-service 
students. 

Reqa.iI:etEnts 

Pre 3 3 I 3 0 19. All correctional officers should be required 3 3 1 4 1 Pre 
Postl ~ 1 2 1 to have at least an Associate of Art degree. ~ 4"" -y- 3 () Post 

I 
, I , 1 
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2 Year 4 Year 
Frequency of Fesponse Frequency of Resp:mse 

~ r-I m ~$ !>t m ~~ ~ r-I 

Ii j Jj ~ §~ s::: $ (1j 

~ 2'g $ l:i ::I .~ l:i.r-! Bz $ ::I b.~ ~ ~ .r-! 
Q tIlQ til 0 (1)0 

Pre 1 1 4 4 0 20. Correctional counsellors should be drawn 0 3 5 4 0 Pre 
i Peat -r -r ""T -r -r frc:rn the general field of social ~rk or O15~O Post -- I 

psychology and given special training in ~I 
corrections rather than being trained in t·~ 

f' a correctional education prog-ram as such. 
I 

~: 
!j 
~ , 

Pre -L .....L l ..L _0_ 21- Probation and parole personnel should be _0_ -L -.L 2- _0_ Pre 
Post.JL .....L ....L _4_ .JL enoouraged to develop client advocacy rather -!._l-L 4 l Post ill 

than counselling skills. 

I Pre.JL -L ..2... -L . ...L 22. Recruitment requirerrents for correctional -L -L -L _4_ _0_ Pre 

I Post-L l -L _2_ -L case managers .should include at least a l _4_ 4 _3_ 0 Post 1 
Master's degree. 

i 

il 
Pre l l ....L. l .JL 23. Correctional education is best carried out 3 4 ° 3 2 Pre 
Post-L ....L -L -L -'L in a larger colle::Je or uni versi ty progra1U 1 5 ° 5 1 Post 

'I devoted to hunan develo};l'f.El1t rather than 
~ isolated in a criminal justice program ij 

which emphasizes police science an:1 similar k 
ii 

programs. I 
Pre -L -L ..2... .JL -.SL 24 . Preparation of correctional officers is 1 6 4 1 0 Pre 

Post~ ....5.- .....L ~ .JL better done through programs at the camn.mity l55l0Post 
college level rather than by- depart::Irental 
training courses. 

,I 
" 

Credit ~ 
~ 
1; 

Pre 4 4 2 0 ,0 25. It is appropriate to grcint credit to students -L --L -L 2. 2. Pre 
Post 2 4 0 1 0 of correctional education pro:rrams for the ~ 2. 2. .l --L Post 

experience and expertise they gain on the jab. 

Pre 5 2 030 26. All oorrectional oourses taken at a t\\o 2 4 0 5 1 Pre 
Post2""3 TTl year college soould be transferable to o 3 2 - T 1 Post -----

a four year p:rogram. 

, 
b--,:,''-'-' 
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2 Year 4 Year 
Frequency of Resp.::mse Frequency of Response 

~ M m ~ru ~ 
j ~ ~~ 8'm 

i i ~ ~i ~85 m j , 

~~ ~~ B.~ 
j en ~ -rl ~ :~ I ·rl ~ Z Q roQ ro 0 roo I 

Intemship I' 
! 
~ 
f. 

Pre 4 6 0 0 27. At the two year college level a set of 2 6 2 2 0 Pre r 
Post2 --s:- -0 1 0- educationally supexvised practical field 2 S- 1 -:r 0 Post r 

experiences should be required for all 
pre-service students who graduate from 
a correctional erluca.tion program. 

Pre 7 2 I 0 0 28. A set of educationally SUfeZVi.sed 7 2 2 I 0 Pre t; 
I:. 

Post4 '""'""4"" -0 -0- 0 practical field exp:riences slDuld be S- -:r 21""-0- Post I:' 
d 

required of all stments who graduate i fran a four year underg:r:-aduate correc-
tional education program. I 

~ sb:Juld have a voice in shaping curricu1un? i 

I Age.ncie£; 
11 
~~ 

1 
~ 

Pre 2 5 2 0 29. Correctional agencies smuld have a 4 3 3 2 0 Pre ~ Post--r- 1 -0- --:5 1 major voice in shaping- the curriculum 5 2" 4"""" 1 (JPost I 
of ~ year correcf"Jonal educational i programs. 

J Pre I 5 2 2 0 30. Correctional agencies should have a major 3 I 2 5 I Pre 
Postl 1 -0- 3"" 3- voice in shaping the curriculum of four o -r 2"""" Z- -5- Post I 

year correctional. educational programs. 
I 

Pre I 2 4 3 0 3l. Correctional agencies sb:mlii: have a 2 2 2 3 3 Pre 
PostO 2"""" 0- 3"" 3"" major voice in shaping the curriculum -6\ "3 T 2" -6- Post 

of graduate correctional programs. 
; 
I 
f 
I 
I, 
I 
I 

I 
I 
J 
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1 
",.~ ... 

Frequency of Resp::mse 

~ 

fi 
til 

';d 
ffil:! 
~ ~ 

Ex-offerrlers 

~ i~ 
o~ Bo~ o tIlQ 

Pre 5 4 1 0 0 32. 
Post2 5 0 1 -0-

Pre 6 3 1 0 0 33. 
Post) 4 -0- 1 0 

A correctional education program at the two 
year college level should have a fonral 
rreans through which curriculum advice can 
be secured fran ex-offenders. 

Frequency of Resp::>nse 
:>, 

~ 4m 

II I ~ io~ ItS 
:1 [/} 

~ 
or-! 

til Q UlQ 

542 1 0 Pre 
1 7 3 1 OPost 

A correctional education program at the four 3 6 3 0 0 Pre 
year colle;e level srould have a fonml. rreans 2 5 '"4 1 -0- Post 
through which curriculum advice can be secured -
fran ex-offenders. 

.. 
E. There are IUJIrerous problems which have to be dealt with in develop~ a correctional curriculum. Fran the 

list below, identify what you view as the four rrost significant constraints on the developrent of correc
tional curriculum. 'Ihen rank these constraints by placing a "1" in the space provided in front of the nost 
significant constraint, a "2" for the second rrost significant constraint, a If 3" for the third "rrost significant 
constraint, and a "4" for the fourth rrost significant constraint. 

Rankings 
2 year 

Pre Post 
2"" 3-

8 9-
6 5+ 

11 6+ 
1 2-
2 11-
3 1 

11 11 
4 4 

11 10+ 
10 B+ 

9 8+ 
7 10-
5 7-

4 year 
Pre Post 
4"" -q 

8 10-
10 7+ 

2 5-
6 3+ 

11 6+ 
3 

, 
..... 

9 9 
5 1+ 

11 7+ 
1 2-
7 10-

9+ 
10 8+ 

College administrative imped:i.ments 
State/Hegional Acreditation requirarents 
Depart:::rental Administrative Irrtp2dilrents 
Agency Man~ Nee1s 
Lack of or poorly defined agency entrance/advancerrent sta.ndal:ds 
Uni versi ~ / college academic requirerrents 
Inadequate university/college funding 
Federal funding standal:ds 
Lack of qualified faculty 
Inadequate library available 
Inadequate body of k:mw'ledge in the field 
Articulation of credits arrong sch<::xJ1s (transferrability) 
Lack of sttrlent interest in the area 
Lack of public interest in the area 
Other (specify) 

, ~~. 

I 
i 
~ 
I' 
Ii 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 

I 
~ 

I r 
fr 

I 
~ 
i 

t 
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I 
I • 
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F. Top ,five constraints an correctional curriculum developrent: 

G. 

A. Two Year 

1. Inadequate univecii:ty/mllege funding 
2. Lade of or fX)Orly def.ined agency entrance/advancerrent standards 
3. College administrative imped.im:mts 
4. rack of qualified faculty 
5. Departmental administrative imped.ilrents 

B. Four Year 

1. Inadequate university/college funding 
2. Lack of qualified facuIty 
3. rack of or poorly definEil agency entrance/advancement standards 
4. Inadequate b::x1y of knowledge in the field 
5. College administrative imped.im:mts 

Indtv:i.duals teaching corrections have different ideas about what the role of education at the college 
level should be. In the blank provided insert the letter of the phrase which canplete each statem:mt 
so that it nost closely confoIl(lS to your values. 

1. For a teacher at the b;o year college level, appropriate experience in corrections is, ___ _ 
his academic background. 

2 year frequencies 
Pre Post 
1" -0:-

8 4 
1 4 

a. M:)re irrp.::Irtant than 
b • Equally :i.rcqx>rtant as 
c. Less :i.rnp::>rtant than 

4 year frequencies 
Pre Post 
1 -r-
11 8 
o 3 

2. For a teacher at the four year college level, appropriate agency experience in corrections is __ _ 
his acadanic background. 

2 year frequencies 4 year frequencies 
Pre Post Pre Post 
2" 0- a. ~re :i.rrp:>rtant than o 0-

7 3 b. Fqually i.np:Jrt. •. nt as 7 2 
1 5 c. less:imp:Jrtant than 5 10 

'-,.,." 

I 
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! 
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t 
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! 
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3. At the ~ year oollege level, proficiency as a teacher is the acadan:ic training and research 
skill of the professor. 

2 year frequencies 
Pre Post 
-7- S-

3 3 
o 0 

a. l-bre ~rtant than 
b • Equally iIrq:x>rtant as 
c. Less important than 

4 year frequencies 
Pre Post 
11 LO 
1 2 
o 0 

4. At the four year college level, proficiency as a teacher is the academic training and research 
skills of the professor. 

4 
6 
o 

4 
4 
o 

a. l-bre irrportant than 
b. Equally inp:>rtant as 
c. Less inportant than 

2 
10 
o 

3 
7 
2 

5. The activities between the two year college and the local corrmunity are its role within the 
acadani.c camumi ty. 

1 
9 
o 

2 
5 
1 

a. MJre important than 
b. Equally :inp:>rtant as 
c. Less :imFortant than 

4 
7 
1 

3 
8 
1 

6. The activities betweei. the four year college and the camu.mity are its role within the academic 
ccm:nuni. ty . 

1 
6 
3 

1 
2 
5 

a. M:'>re linfortant than 
b. Equally inp;lrtant as 
c. !ess :i.nportant than 

a 
8 
4 

o 
6 
6 

! 
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APPENDIX II 

A LIST OF THE BIBLI03RAPHIC MATERIALS CQ.'vlPILED BY FAct.iLTY' AND STAFF AND 
MADE AVAILABLE 'ID l{V()RKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 
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